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The theory of integration in infinite dimensions is in some sense the backbone of
probability theory. On this backbone the stochastic calculus of variations has given
rise to the flesh of differential calculus. Its first step is the construction at each
point of the probability space of a CameronMartin-like tangent space in which the
desired differential calculus can be developed. This construction proceeds along the
lines of first-order differential geometry. In this paper we address the following
questions: what could be the meaning of ‘‘curvature of the probability space’’how
and why? How can curvatures be defined and computed? Why could a second-
order differential geometry be relevant to stochastic analysis? We try to answer
these questions for the probability space associated to the Brownian motion of a
compact Riemannian manifold. Why? A basic energy identity for anticipative
stochastic integrals will be obtained as a byproduct of our computation of curvature.
How? There are essentially four bottlenecks in the development of differential
geometry on WienerRiemann manifolds: (i) the difficulty of finding an atlas of local
charts such that the changes of charts preserve the class of the Wiener-like measures
together with their associated CameronMartin-like tangent spaces; (ii) the dif-
ficulty of finding cylindrical approximations preserving the natural geometrical
objects; (iii) the difficulty of renormalizing the divergent series to which the
summation operations of finite dimensional differential geometry give rise in the
non intrinsic context of local charts; (iv) the nonavailability of the computational
procedures analogous to the local coordinates systems of the classical differential
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geometry. In the context of path space, the Ito^ filtration provides a much richer
structure than that available in the framework of an abstract WienerRiemann
manifold. Our work is a systematic attempt to replace the machinery of local charts
with a methodology of moving frames. In our context, stochastic parallel transport
provides a canonical moving frame on the path space. The concept of a cylindrical
approximation has to be reshaped in our new situation into some geometric limit
theorems, establishing that the Riemannian geometric objects of the cylindrical
approximations induce by a limiting procedure geometric objects on the path space.
Those limit theorems are reminiscent of the classical theorems which say that a
Stratonovich SDE is the limit of an appropriate sequence of ODE. The canonical
coordinate system provided by the moving frame will make it possible to proceed
to the needed renormalizations by intrinsic stochastic integrals; in this context the
anticipative stochastic integral theory of Nualart and Pardoux will play a decisive
role. Finally, the moving frame will provide an effective algorithm of computation
for this differential geometry in infinite dimensions. In our study we encounter a new
type of renormalization, the hypoelliptic renormalization, which corresponds to the
fact that the bracket of smooth vector fields taking their values in the Cameron
Martin space can get out of this CameronMartin space. This hypoelliptic problem
induces the nonrenormalizability of some geometrical objects. It leads also to a
concept of tangent processes to probability spaces extending that based on the
CameronMartin Theorem. For tangent processes a formula of integration by parts
still holds; furthermore the tangent processes form a Lie algebra under the bracket.
On the other hand, tangent processes cannot be stochastically integrated: this
operation is well defined only for CameronMartin-type vector fields.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
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I. Differential Structure on Path Space
1. Bismut Integration by Parts Formula
In all this paper M will denote a compact Riemannian manifold.
1.1. Ito^ Parallel Transport. In a local chart mk on M, the metric tensor
will be denoted by gi, j ; the covariant derivative of a vector field z j has the
expression
[{kz] j=

mk
z j+1 jk, l z
l,
where 1 vv, v denotes the Christoffel symbols associated to the local chart,
namely,
1 jk, l=
1
2 \

mk
gi, l+

ml
gk, i&

mi
gk, l+ g j, i.
Given a smooth curve {  ({) on M, the parallel transport along this
curve is defined by the equation
{4 ({) z({)=0 or z*
j=&1 jk, l4
kzl;
this first-order linear differential equation has a unique solution for a given
initial value. We denote this solution by z({)=t{  0 (z(0)); then
t{  0 is an euclidean isomorphism T(0) (M)  T({) (M).
In the local chart the LaplaceBeltrami operator is expressed by
2M f=gi, j
2f
mi m j
&gi, j1 ki, j
f
mk
.
Therefore the corresponding Brownian motion p| associated to 122M is
expressed by an Ito^ SDE of the form
d{p j|=_
j, k.d|k&c j d{ where _=- g, ci= 12 g j, k1 ij, k , (1.1.1)
where | is an Rd-valued Brownian motion.
We write Eq. (1.1.1) in Stratonovitch form as
d{p j|=_
j, ko d|k&c~ j d{ where c~ j=c j+
1
2
:
s, k
_s, k
_ j,k
ms
. (1.1.2)
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Ito^ parallel transport was obtained [I] by adjoining to (1.1.2) the
Stratonovitch equation
d{z j|=&1
j
k, i [_
k, lo d|l&c~ k d{] zi| . (1.1.3)
The resolution of this system of Stratonovitch SDE (1.1.2), (1.1.3) with
prescribed initial conditions (m0 , z0) gives rise to an isometric map
tp|{  0 : Tp|(0)(M)  Tp|({)(M) which constitutes Ito^ parallel transport.
1.2. The Probability Space Pm0(M). We denote by Pm0 (M) the space of
continuous maps p: [0, 1]  M such that p(0)=m0 .
With its natural filtration, under the Wiener measure induced by the
Brownian motion of M, Pm0 (M) becomes our basic probability space.
We shall, as much as possible, avoid its parametrization by an auxiliary
Rd-valued Brownian motion. In this framework tp{  0 will denote Ito^
parallel transport along the Brownian curve p.
1.3. Stochastic Integral. A vector field Z along the path p is given by
the data for every { # [0, 1] of Z{ # Tp({)(M).
1.3.1. Definition of the Ito Stochastic Integral. We consider a
vector field Z along p which is supposed to be adapted to the natural filtra-
tion. Given a finite part S of [0, 1], we associate to every _ # S the element
_&=sup[_$ # S _ 0; _$<_], _+=inf[_$ # S; _<_$].
We associate to S the Riemann sums
:
_ # S
(Zp(_&) | exp&1p(_&) ( p(_)))Tp(_&)(M) , (1.3.2a)
1
2 :
_ # S
(Zp(_) | exp&1p(_)( p(_
+)&exp&1p(_)( p(_
&))))Tp(_)(M) ; (1.3.2b)
then, when the mesh of S goes to 0, those Riemann sums converge
towards, respectively, the Ito^ stochastic integral
|
1
0
Z.dp
and the Stratonovich stochastic integral
|
1
0
Zo dp
Remark. {  {0 Z.dp is a martingale.
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Theorem. Consider a local chart mi on M; then the components pi of the
Brownian motion on M define through (1.1.1) a semi-martingale; stochastic
integration relative to dpi is therefore well defined. Then, given a vector
field Z,
|
1
0
Z.dp=|
1
0
gi, jZi dp j+|
1
0
gi, jZic j d{ (1.3.3)
and
|
1
0
Zo dp=|
1
0
gi, jZio dp j. (1.3.4)
Given a 1-differential form ?, we have [I-M]
|
1
0
(?.dp) =|
1
0
?i dpi+|
1
0
?ici. (1.3.5)
|
1
0
(?o dp) =|
1
0
?io dpi. (1.3.6)
Proof. We shall compute the Taylor expansion of .=exp&1p(_&) of order
2 in the local chart. The equation of a geodesic # in the local chart is
d
d{
#* i=&1 ij,k#*
j#* k,
which implies the expansion
#i({)=ai{&
{2
2
1 ij, ka
jak+o({2).
We must have .(#({))=a{; this relation implies that
[.(!)] i=!i+ 121
i
j, k!
j!k+o( |!| 2). (1.3.7)
By the Ito^ calculus, ci being defined in (1.1.1), we have
[.]i( p(_))=pi(_)&pi(_&)+ci(_&_&)+o(_&_&) (1.3.8)
and this expansion together with (1.1.1) implies (1.3.3). The proof of (1.3.4)
can be made in the special case of a dyadic partition. In this case (1.3.7)
implies that
[exp&1p(_) ( p(_
+))&exp&1p(_) ( p(_
&))]i=pi(_+)&pi(_&)+o(_+&_&).
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1.4. The Frame Bundle. A frame on M is an euclidean isomorphism of
Rd on some tangent space Tm(M); the collection of all frames of M is
denoted by O(M). It is possible to define on O(M) a C-manifold struc-
ture such that the projection ? : O(M)  M is smooth and such that the
natural action of the orthogonal group on O(M) is smooth.
Remark. In [F-M] the action of the orthogonal group has been taken
as a representation under the form
_g(r)=rog&1 so that _g_g$=_gg$ .
Kobayashi and Nozimu use the anti-representation r  rog. The passage
from the first action to the second induces a multiplication by &1 in the
Lie algebra so(d ). This change of sign induces a change of sign of the cur-
vature tensor 0:, ;, #, $ of M. In this paper as in [C-M] we follow the con-
vertions of Kobayashi and Nozimu; the transfer of results of [F-M] to this
paper will be done with appropriate sign adjustment. Given m0 # M, we
choose once for all a frame r0 # ?&1(m0). We denote by =: the canonical
basis of Rd. The choice of r0 identifies Tm0 to R
d. Through this identifica-
tion =: becomes a basis of Tm0 (M).
The lifting to O(M) of p is defined by
p~ ({)=t p{  0or0 , then p~ # Pr0 (O(M)). (1.4.1)
On O(M) there exist two differential forms (%, |) taking their values in
Rd_so(d ) and realizing \r # O(M) an isomorphism of Tr (O(M)); those dif-
ferential forms constitute the canonical parallelism of O(M).
Theorem.
x({)=|
{
0
p~ &1o dp=|
{
0
p~ &1.dp (1.4.2)
is an Rd-valued Brownian motion.
Proof. [F-M, Sect. 3.3; F, Sect. II.1]. For completeness we give a
detailed proof. By differentiating the identity t p0  {ot
p
{  0=I, using the
system (1.1.2)(1.1.3), we get the following Stratonovitch equation for t p0  r :
d{t p0  { |
i
j=t
p
0  { |
i
s 1
s
k, j [_
k, lo d|l&c~ k d{].
Using (1.3.6), the Stratonovitch integral in (1.4.2) has the expression
xi({)=|
{
0
t p0  * |
i
s o dp
s
| .
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The stochastic contraction for xi, in local coordinates, has the expression
d*t p0  * |
i
s V d* p
s=t p0  * |
i
q 1
q
k, s :
l
1
2_
k, l _s, l d*;
the summation on l is equal to gk, s and, using (1.1.1), we obtain
=t p0  { |
i
s c
s.
We remark that the Ito^ integral on M is obtained from (1.3.5) by adding
precisely this term in ci; therefore
xi({)=|
{
0
t p0  *.dp(*).
The Ito^ and the Stratonovitch integrals coincide.
This Ito^ integral is a martingale; its increasing process has for covariance
matrix t p0  {g( p({)) t
p
{  0 . Taking advantage of the unitariness of t
p
0  { , this
matrix is equal to g( p(0)).
We denote by A: the horizontal vector fields on O(M) defined by
(%, A:)==: , (|, A:)=0.
Theorem (Construction of the Ito^ map). It is possible to reconstruct p
from x by the formula
dp~ =:
:
A:o dx: , p=?op~ . (1.4.3)
The map x  p is called the Ito^ map and will be denoted by I(x).
Proof. [M-74, I-W, F-M, F].
Theorem. To a vector field Z along p, we associate the Rd-valued func-
tion z({)=[ p~ ({)]&1(Z{); then the following Ito^ and Stratonovich stochastic
integrals are equal:
|
1
0
Z.dp=|
1
0
z: dx: (1.4.4)
|
1
0
Zo dp=|
1
0
z:o dx: , (1.4.5)
Proof. [F-M, pp. 262263].
1.5. Stochastic Calculus of Variation on Pm0 (M).
Preliminary Remark. A well-known fact is that two elliptic operators
give rise to equivalent Wiener measures if and only if their second-order
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symbols are equal; granted this fact, infinitesimal transformations on M
generating a CameronMartin vector on Pm0 (M) have to preserve the
Riemannian metric of M, which means that they must be linked with some
Riemannian connection [Ai-M-96].
Given S a finite subset of [0, 1], we denote by
ES : Pm0  M
S defined by p  [ p(_)]_ # S .
We denote by S(Pm0) the cylindrical functions of the form f=FoES ; the
partial derivatives are defined by
[D{, : f ]( p)= :
_ # S
1({<_)(t p0  _ (_F ) | =:). (1.5.1)
The following norms are introduced:
&Df &( p)=_:: |
1
0
[D{, : f ]2 d{&
12
; &Df &qLq=E(&Df &
q).
The operator D is closable in Lq, as results from the Bismut theorem of
integration by parts. Its domain is the Sobolev space Dq1(Pm0). We denote
by H1([0, 1]; Rd) the space of the Rd-valued functions z({)={0 z* d{$, where
z* # L2; then we define
Dz f=:
:
|
1
0
z* : ({) D{, : f d{.
Main Theorem [Bismut Integration by Parts Formula].
E(Dz f )=E \ f |
1
0
[z* + 12 R
Mz] dx+ , (1.5.2)
where
RM{ =t
p
0  {o Riccip({)ot
p
{  0 .
Proof. See [B, D, F-M, Ai-M, E-L, E-S].
2. Tangent Processes versus Tangent Vector Fields.
2.1. Tangent Vector Fields. The tangent space to an abstract Wiener
space is defined as the CameronMartin space, which is an Hilbert space
consisting of translations leaving quasi-invariant the underlying probability
measure. For the Wiener space X of the Brownian motion the Cameron
Martin space is the space H1. At each x # X the corresponding tangent
space Tx (X) is defined as equal to H1.
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In the case of probability theory in a nonlinear setting, quasi-invariance
must be replaced by infinitesimal quasi-invariance, which means that
tangent vector fields Z are those for which an integration by parts formula
holds true. Restricting ourselves to the case of adapted vector fields, the
tangent spaces Ty (Y ) at every y # Y will be defined as the family of vector
spaces having the following property: the assumptions Zy # Ty (Y )
\y # Y, Z adapted and square integrable, imply that an integration by parts
formula holds true for Z.
Using this methodology and the results of Section 1 we are led to the
definition
Tp (Pm0(M))=[Z : Z({)=t
p
{  0(z({)), z # H
1([0, 1]; Rd)].
We want to emphasize that the primitive notion in this approach is the
notion of vector fields.
2.2. Nondifferentiability of the Ito^ Map in the CameronMartin Frame-
work. The Ito^ map provides an isomorphism of probability spaces
between the Wiener space X and Pm0 (M). The next theorem shows that the
CameronMartin differential structure on Pm0(M) cannot be defined by
transport of structure from the differential structure of X. This means that
the stochastic calculus of variations on the path space is genuinely different
from the same theory on the Wiener space.
2.2.1. Theorem. The Ito map is not CameronMartin differentiable
([M-77]).
Proof. Going back to [F-M, Theorem 1.4.1, p. 255], we have that the
variation of x along the CameronMartin vector h leads to a variation
;  Tp(Pm0 (M)).
It is shocking that such a natural isomorphism of probability spaces as
the Ito^ map does not induce a natural isomorphism of the corresponding
tangent spaces. We will try to remediate this fact by introducing a new
definition of tangent space.
2.3. Tangent Processes and Associated Differential Calculus. A tangent
process on the Wiener space X of the Brownian motion on Rd will be an
Rd-valued semi-martingale process ‘ defined on X, satisfying assumptions
(2.3.1) to (2.3.4):
The Ito^ differential is written as d{‘:=a:,; dx;+c$: d{. (2.3.1)
a:, ; is an antisymmetric matrix, a:, ; (0)=0. (2.3.2)
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We assume furthermore that ‘ fulfills the regularity assumptions
‘ # C1, a:, ; # C1, (2.3.3)
where we denote by C1 the class of semi-martingales ’ such that, besides
its representation by an Ito^ integral
’({0)=|
{0
0
’: dx:+#$ d{,
’ can be represented in terms of a NualartPardouxStratonovich integral
in the sense of [N-P, p. 566]:
’({0)=|
{0
0
’:o dx:+# d{. (2.3.4)
The existence of such a representation is discussed in Theorem 2.3.10
below.
We denote by P(X) the vector space of tangent processes on X.
Given a smooth cylindrical function F(x)=f (x({1), ..., x({q)) we define
D‘F= :
q
k=0
(dk f, ‘({k)) .
Proposition (Formula of Integration by parts). For every smooth
cylindrical function F we have
E(D‘F)=E \F |
1
0
c$: dx:+ . (2.3.5)
Proof. The martingale part of the Ito^ representation of ‘ defines a
measure preserving isomorphism on X.
A consequence of the formula of integration by parts is that the operator
D‘ is closable in L2.
A functional G will be said strongly differentiable in L2 iff
F # Domain(D‘) \‘ # P(X). (2.3.6)
2.3.7. Remark. The notion of a tangent space at a given point x0 # X
has now disappeared: the notion of a semi-martingale is a global notion
which cannot be localized even on a subset of positive probability.
For a geometer working on differentiable manifolds this could seem
awkward. For a complex analytic geometer working on complex manifolds,
holomorphic vector fields are not localizable.
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2.3.8. We shall denote by D pr (X) the Sobolev spaces of the stochastic
calculus of variations with the corresponding norm
&F&r, p=&F&Lp+&&DrF&HS&Lp ,
where HS denotes the HilbertSchmidt norm in (H1)r and Dr the
r-iterated derivative on X.
The twice-differentiable functionals are strongly differentiable; this is the
following important result:
Theorem. Let ‘ be a tangent process, d{‘:=a:, ; dx;+c$: d{, such that
10 &a({)&1, p d{<+ \p and 
1
0 &c$({)&L2(X) d{<+. Then
Dp$2 /Domain(D‘), \p$>1
and we have
D‘F=|
1
0
D{,:F(a:, ; dx;+c$: d{) (2.3.9)
for F # Dp$2 (X), p$>1, where the stochastic integral is to be taken in the sense
of Skorohod (c.f. [N-P]).
Proof. We shall prove the theorem in the case where F is a smooth
cylindrical function. As the operator D‘ is defined by closure, the con-
vergence in D p$2 (X) of a sequence of cylindrical functions implies the con-
vergence of the Skorohod integral, therefore of the right member of (2.3.9),
and the theorem will be established.
Given a smooth cylindrical function F(x)=f (x({1), ..., x({q)), let S be a
finite subdivision of [0, 1] which we choose to be finer than ({1 , ..., {q).
Denote $(S)=sup_ # S (_&_&); then
D‘F=:
k
(dk f, ‘({k))
=& lim
$(S)  0
1
2 :
_ # S
:
k
( (1(_+<{k)&1(_&<{k)) dk f, ‘(_))
= lim
$(S)  0
1
2 :
_ # S
(D_F | (‘(_+)&(‘(_&)),
where the last equality is a consequence of the vanishing of
(1(_<{k) dk f, ‘(_)) at _=0, 1.
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The bounded variation term of the Ito^ differential of d‘ is immediately
treated; we introduce ‘1 defined by d‘1:=a:, ; dx; and we are reduced to
proving the theorem for ‘1.
Consider the Skorohod integral
I=|
1
0
[D{, :F a:, ;] dx;({).
We denote by _c the _-field generated by (x({)&x({$)), {, {$ # [_&, _+];
then we apply [N-P], taking into account that D{ is constant on the inter-
val [_&, _+] for _{{i and we obtain
(i) I= lim
$(S)  0
1
2
:
_ # S
E_c[(D_, : F) a :, ;][x; (_+)&x; (_&)]
where a =
1
_+&_& |
_+
_&
a d*.
On the Wiener space generated by the variation of the Brownian on
[_&, _+], we use the ClarkBismutOcone formula and get
(ii) (D_, : F ) a :, ;=E_
c
[(D_, ;F ) a :, ;]+|
_+
_&
EN*[D*, # (a :, ;D_, :F )] dx# (*).
We compute E_c from (ii) and substitute in (i); we get I=I1&I2 , where
I1= lim
$(S)  0
:
_ # S
(a :, ;D_, ;F )(x; (_+)&x; (_&)),
I2= lim
$(S)  0
:
_ # S
|
_+
_&
EN*[D*, # (a :, ;D_, ;F )] d*.
We have
(iii) D*, # (a :, ;D_, : F )=(D*, #a :, ;)(D_, :F )+a :, ;D2(*, #), (_, :) F.
If _{{i , D2(*, #), (_, :) F=D
2
(_, #), (_, :)F, the antisymmetry of the matrix a*, *
implies then that
[D2(_, :), (_, ;) F ] a:, ;=0. (V)
Using the semi-martingale representation of a:, ; we get
a:, ; ({)&a:, ; (_&)=|
{
_&
a:, ;, $ (%) dx$ (%)+::, ;, 0 d%,
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and
(iv) a &a(_&)=|
_+
_&
%&_&
_+&_&
(a
*, *, $
dx$ (%)+a*, *, 0 d%).
We have D*a:, ; (_&)=0 as *>_&. By differentiating (iv) we obtain I2=0.
Using (iii) and (iv) we replace a :, ; (x; (_+)&x; (_&)) in I1 , with
(‘1(_+)&‘1(_&)) and we obtain the theorem
2.3.10. Theorem. Consider a semi-martingale given by its Ito^ differential
d‘:=a:, ; dx;+c$: d{, where a:, ;+a;, :=0,
and assume one of the following hypotheses:
(i)a D{&a:, ; ({)= lim
=  0+
D{&= a:, ; ({) exists in L&0(X);
(i)b a:, ; has an Ito^ differential da:, ;=a:, ;, # dx#+a:, ;, 0 d{.
Then we have the corresponding Stratonovitch representations
d‘:=a:, ;o dx;+c: d{
(ii)a with c:({)=c$:({)& 12 :
;
D{&, ;a:, ;
(ii)b or with c:=c$:& 12 :
;
a:, ;, ; .
Given F # D p2(X), then by (2.3.9) F is strongly differentiable; under the
hypothesis (i)a or (i)b its derivative D‘F can be written under the form of the
following Stratonovitch anticipative integral in the sense of [N-P]:
(iii) D‘F=|
1
0
D{, :F(a:, ;o dx;+c: d{).
Proof. Recall the definition of [N-P] of anticipative integrals. To a
partition S and to a process u(V) is associated its mean
M_ (u)=
1
_+&_& |
_+
_&
u(*) d*,
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and its Skorohod integral and the Stratonovitch integral defined as the
limit of the sums
(iv) 12 :
_ # S
E_c(M_ (u))(x(_+)&x(_&)); 12 :
_ # S
M_ (u)(x(_+)&x(_&)).
We simplify the notations, limiting ourselves to the case where c$:=0.
To prove (ii)b we have to compute the difference between Ito^ sums and
Stratonovitch sums:
1S= :
_ # S
[a:, ; (_&)&M_ (a:, ;)](x; (_+)&x; (_&)).
Under the hypothesis (i)b we use the formula 2.3.8(iv) and we get
E([a:, ; (_&)&M_ (a:, ;)](x; (_+)&x; (_&))
=|
_+
_&
%&_&
_+&_&
:
;
a:, ;, ; d*+o(1).
To prove (ii)a, we remark first that for an adapted integrand the Ito^
integral is equal to the SkhorohodNualartPardoux integral; then we
must compute the difference between Skhorohod and Stratonovitch sums.
We will use as before the ClarkBismutOcone formula.
We start the proof of (iii) by using (2.3.9) and we have to compute
2S= 12 :
_ # S
[&E_c(M_ (a:, ;D*, : F ))+M_ (a:, ;D*, :F )]
_(x; (_+)&x; (_&)).
Under the hypothesis (i)a we use the ClarkBismutOcone formula and get
2S= 12 :
_ # S
|
_+
_&
:
;
EN*(D*, ; [M_(a:, ;D*, :F ]) d*+o(1).
By 2.3.8(*) the second derivatives of F do not contribute; then
2S=
&1
2
:
_ # S
|
_+
_&
EN*[M(1*<*c: (V) D*, : F )] d*+o(1).
We have that, when $(S)  0, EN*,  ,, \* # [_&, _+], \, # L p(X);
taking ,=D{, :F we obtain
2S=&|
1
0
c: ({) D{, : F d{+o(1).
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Under the hypothesis (i)b, by the ClarkBismutOcone formula we get the
representation
D{, :F=EN
_&
[D{, :F ]+|
{
_&
EN*[D2*, #, {, :F ] dx# (*),
and we combine this representation with the stochastic integral representa-
tion of a:, ; ({)&a:, ; (_&).
2.3.11. Derivation of Stochastic Integrals. We shall use the represen-
tation (2.3.9) to derive a formula for the derivative of a stochastic integral
with respect to a tangent process. The derivation of stochastic integrals
with respect to CameronMartin space directions has been computed in
[St].
Theorem. Let ‘ be a tangent process, d{ ‘:=a:, ; dx;+c$: d{, with coef-
ficients satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2.3.8. Let u be an adapted pro-
cess such that, for some p$>1, 10 &u(_)&2, p$ d_<+. The derivative of the
Ito^ stochastic integral of u is then given by
D‘ |
1
0
u dx=|
1
0
D‘u dx+|
1
0
u d‘.
Proof. Using (2.3.9), we can write
D‘ |
1
0
u dx=|
1
0 \D{, : |
1
0
u dx+ (a:, ; dx;({)+c$: d{).
By [St], we have D{, :  u dx= D{, :u dx+u:({). Therefore it remains to
prove the equality
|
1
0 \|
1
0
D{, :u(_) dx(_)+ (a:, ; dx;({)+c$: d{)
=|
1
0 \|
1
0
D{, : u(_)(a:, ; dx;({)+c$: d{)+ dx(_).
More precisely, it remains to prove the possibility of interchanging the
order of the stochastic integrals in this last formula. Following [N-P], and
under the assumptions we have considered on the process u and on the
matrix a, both such integrals exist and can be obtained as the L2 limit of
corresponding Riemann sums. We drop the indeces :, ; for simplicity. The
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stochastic integral  ( D{u(_) dx(_)) a({) dx({) is obtained as the double
limit of the sums
:
i, j
D{i u(_j)(x(_j+1)&x(_j))(a({i)(x({i+1)&x({i)))
for {1< } } } <{i } } } and _1< } } } <_j } } } finite subdivisions of [0, 1].
Since u is adapted, D{u(_)=0 whenever {>_ and the contribution to the
sum of the terms with {i>_j is zero. The difference between the Riemann
sums above and those corresponding for ( D{u(_) a({) dx({)) dx(_) comes
only from the ‘‘diagonal’’ terms and converges towards
| D{, :u({)(a:, ; dx;).dx: ,
where ‘‘ . ’’ denotes the Ito^ contraction. This integral vanishes by the anti-
symmetry of the matrix a:, ; and the equality of the interchanged stochastic
integrals follows.
2.3.12. Corollary. Under the hypothesis of the last theorem and if,
furthermore, we assume the process u to be an Rd-valued semi-martingale
of the form d{u=a~ :, ; dx;+c~ : d{ with 10 &a~ &1, p({) d{<+ \p and
10 &c~ ({)&L2(X) d{<+, we have
D‘ |
1
0
uo dx=|
1
0
D‘uo dx+|
1
0
uo d‘.
Proof. In terms of the Ito^ integral we can write
D‘ | uo dx=| D‘ u dx+| u d‘+ 12 D‘ | a~ d{.
On the other hand, we also derive
d{D‘u=D‘a~ dx+a~ d‘+D‘ c~ d{.
Therefore
D‘ | uo dx&| D‘ uo dx&| uo d‘=&12 | (a~ d‘).dx& 12 | (a~ dx).d‘,
which is zero by the antisymmetry of the matrix a:, ; .
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2.4. Tangent Processes on the Path Space.
2.4.1. Definition. Given an adapted vector field Z on Pm0 (M), denote
z=t p0  {(Z{); Z will be a tangent process if zI(x) is a tangent process on X.
We denote by P(Pm0 (M)) the space of all tangent processes.
2.4.2. The above definition gives a trivial representation of the tangent
processes on Pm0 (M) in terms of the tangent processes on X.
2.5. Isomorphism through the Ito^ Map of the Spaces of Tangent Processes.
Theorem. We associate to the Ito^ map its differential defined by
I$x (‘)=lim =&1[I(x+=‘)&I(x)];
then
I$: P(X)  P(Pm0 (M)) (2.5.1)
is an isomorphism.
Proof.
Lemma. Fix x # X and consider on O(M) the SDE defining the horizontal
diffusion,
d{rx=:
:
A:o dx: .
Denote by Ux{  0(r0) the associated flow of diffeomorphisms which associate
to the initial value r0 the solution of the initial value problem for the horizon-
tal diffusion. Granted the parallelism of O(M) the Jacobian matrix of this
flow is given by a linear map Jx{  0 # GL(R
d_so(d )) which is defined by the
Stratonovitch matrices SDE
d{Jx{  0=\:: u:o dx:+ J
x
{  0 , (2.5.2)
where
u: ((!, g))=\gv: , :; !
;0;, :+ , (2.5.3)
where gv: denotes the :th column of the matrices g.
Proof. See [M-77; and F-M, Theorem 1.4.1, and the formula at the top
of p. 255 where we take h=0 and with the appropriate change of sign
according to our curvature convention].
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Remark. We use the two notations p~ and rx for essentially the same
object; in this way we emphasize that when we use the first notation the
basic probability space is Pm0 (M), and when we use the second notation it
is the Wiener space X.
The Jacobian Lemma. Fix {0 # [0, 1] and consider the specialization at
time {0 of the Ito^ map I{0 : X  M defined by x  ?(rx ({0)); then Ir0 is
strongly differentiable and its derivative has the expression
D‘I{0=t
p
{0  0 (‘*({0)),
where
‘*({0)=|
{0
0
J x{0  {o d‘({), (2.5.4)
and where we denote by J the horizontal_horizontal block of the matrices J.
Proof. See [F-M, Theorem 2.2.1, Formula (i)].
Proof of (2.5.1). In order to invert the relation (2.5.4), we write it in a
differential form; using [F-M, p. 259, formula (ii)] we obtain, after the
appropriate change of sign,
d‘=d‘*&\o dx, where d\=&0(o dx, ‘*). (2.5.5)
Given ‘* we get from Eq. (2.5.5) the stochastic differential of \; as \(0)=0
we compute \, d‘ and we get the desired inversion.
2.6. Intertwinning Formula.
Theorem. A scalar-valued functional F defined on the path space is
strongly differentiable if and only if
F =FoI is strongly differentiable on X. (2.6.1)
Under the hypothesis (2.6.1) we have the intertwining formula
[D‘*F] oI=D‘F , (2.6.2)
where ‘, ‘* are linked by the relation (2.5.5).
Proof. Consider the following euclidean infinitesimal motion on X:
[,t (x)]({)=t‘({)+|
{
0
exp(t\) o dx.
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We define
Vt=Io,toI&1,
then
Vt (x)=?(U*
,t (x)
 0 (r0)).
Differentiating at t=0 and using the Jacobian lemma we obtain
d
dt
Vt (x) | t=0=rx‘*.
2.6.3. Remark. In the special case where ‘* # H1([0, 1]; Rd) we can
apply the formula of [F-M, p. 259]; we get the same formula; making the
following adjustments of notations:
‘=(qh , h), z=‘*, {B=D‘ .
In particular if ‘ # H1([0, 1]; Rd) this intertwining formula appeared in a
different context in [F-M, p. 266].
II. Structural Equation of the Moving Frame
3. Riemannian Moving Frame in Finite Dimension
Preliminary Remark. After reading Section 3.1 the reader can
immediately proceed to Section 4: until Section 11, Sections 3.23.4 are not
used.
A Riemannian parallelism on M will be a smooth section _ of O(M). This
means a smooth map _ : M  O(M), such that ?o_=identity.
More concretely, a Riemannian parallelism will be the datum of an
orthonormal moving frame constituted by d unitary vector fields Bk on M.
We consider the dual system of the d differential forms 3i defined by
(z, 3i) =(z | Bi). We refer to Cartan for the general theory of the moving
frame [C].
3.1. The Structural Functions.
Theorem. There exists d 3 functions aki, j , satisfying (and uniquely defined
by) the structural equations
d3k=ai, jk 3i 7 3j . (3.1.1)
Proof. At a given point m1 # M the exterior products Bi (m1) 7 Bj (m1)
constitute a basis of Tm1 (M) 7 Tm1 (M).
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Proposition. The brackets of the basic vector fields are expressed in
terms of the structural functions as
[Bi , Bj]=&:
k
ai, jk Bk. (3.1.2)
Proof. We have the general formula
Bi 3(Bj)&Bj 3(Bi)=(Bi 7 Bj , d3)+([Bi , Bj], 3) ,
its lhs equal to zero because the 3(Bs) are constant.
3.2. The Christoffel Differential Form.
Definition. The Christoffel differential form on M will be the so(d )-
valued, 1-differential form # satisfying for all vector fields A, A$ on M the
relation
&(A 7A$, d3) =#(A) 3(A$)&#(A$) 3(A). (3.2.1)
Theorem. The Christoffel differential form exists and is unique.
Proof. We write in coordinates #=#ki, j3
i; then (3.2.1) becomes
&ai, jk =#
k
i, j&#
k
j, i ;
by permuting the indices i, j, k we finally get
#ki, j=
1
2 [a
k
i, j+a
j
k, i&a
i
j, k], (3.2.2)
a relation which determines #.
3.3. Scalarization Procedure. Given an orthonormal moving frame
[Bk], to every vector field z on M, we associate its scalarization defined by
its d component functions (z, | j)=z j; conversely the data of d scalar
valued functions gi determines the vector field z=gkBk . This scalarization
procedure establishes a one-to-one correspondence between vector fields on
M and the system of d scalar valued functions. Therefore by transport of
structure every operation on vector fields can be transfered to its com-
ponents; the transfer of the covariant derivative will be done in the next
theorem.
3.4. Theorem. Given a moving frame, the LeviCivita covariant
derivative of the vector z is expressed in the moving frame by the expression
3({Az)=A3(z)+#(A) 3(z). (3.4.1)
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Proof. We define {A z by the second member of (3.4.1); we get a con-
nection. We must show that this connection satisfies the two characteristic
properties of the LeviCivita connection: preserving the Riemannian metric
and being torsion free. The first property results from
A (z1 | z2)=A (3(z1) | 3(z2))
=(A 3(z1) | z2)+(z1 | A3(z2))
=(3({A z1) | 3(z2))+(3(z1) | 3({A (z2)),
where the last equality results of the antisymmetry of the matrices #(A).
It is sufficient to verify the vanishing of the torsion for the basis vector
fields Bk ; we must compute
{Bk Bs&{Bs Bk=#(Bk) =s&#(Bs) =k ,
where the rhs results from (3.4.1). By using (3.2.1) we get
=&(Bk 7Bs , d3);
then (3.1.2) proves the theorem.
4. The Canonical Moving Frame on Pm0 (M) and its Cylindrical
Approximations
4.1. The Canonical Differential Form. Given a tangent vector field Z
along p, we define its derivative,
d p{ Z= lim
=  0
=&1[tp{  {+= (Z({+=))&Z({)].
The tangent space Tp (Pm0 (M)) is then the Hilbert space of the tangent
vector fields along p such that
|
1
0
&d p{ Z&
2 d{< and Z(0)=0.
Remarks. We have already considered Tp (Pm0 (M)) in 2.1. As noticed
before (Remark 2.3.7), the notion of tangent process is not local. The
notion of tangent vector is, and we can specify the path p along which the
vector fields are taken.
4.1.1 Proposition. The map Z  3(Z), defined by
[3(Z)]{=t p0  { (Z{),
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provides a differential 1-form realising an Hilbertian isomorphism of Tp (Pm0)
with the Hilbert space H1=H1([0, 1]; Rd).
Proof. We have
_ dd{ 3(Z)&{=t p0  { (d p{ Z).
4.2. Cylindrical Approximations of the Moving Frame. Given a finite
subset S of [0, 1], the evaluation map ES defines a map of Pm0 (M)
into MS.
By compactness there exists a strictly positive number \, called the radius
of injectivity, such that \m, m$ # M satisfying d(m, m$)2\ there exists an
unique minimizing geodesic #m, m$ linking m to m$. Given : # ]0, 1], we
define
V:S=[(m1 , ..., m_ , ..., m |S| ) # M
S: d(m_& , m_)<:\ \_ # S]
and
P:S=E
&1
S (V
:
S).
V:S is an open subset of M
S and therefore is a differentiable manifold.
We do not specify the value of : # [0, 1] until 4.3, and we denote by VS
such V:S . We associate to v # VS the piecewise geodesic curve #v defined by
linking, \_ # S, the points v_& , v_ by the minimizing geodesic. Denote by
H1S the vector subspace of H
1([0, 1]; Rd) consisting of the functions which
have locally constant derivatives on the open set [0, 1]&S. Given v # VS
we consider the map
[3S]&1 : H1S  Tv (VS) (4.2.1)
given by z_=t#v_  0 (h(_)). Then 3
S defines a parallelism on VS .
4.2.2. Definition. On VS a riemannian metric is defined by the con-
dition that 3Sv is an isometry of Tv (VS) onto H
1
S .
4.3. A Cutoff Function.
Lemma. Denote $(S)=sup[_&_&], assume that |S| $(S)<2; then it is
possible to construct .S # Dr (Pm0 (M)) \r such that there exist two strictly
positive constants c, c$ such that
.S ( p)=1, p # P12S and .S ( p)=0, p  P
1
S ;
&1&.S&D1q <c exp(&c$ |S| ). (4.3.1)
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Proof. Using the Varadhan large deviation estimate for the heat kernel
of M we get
Prob(__ # S: sup
_&{_
d( p(_&), p({))\)<c1 exp(&c2 |S| );
this inequality implies that, denoting $S ( p)=sup_[d( p({), p(_))], we have
Prob([ p # P1S])Prob([$S ( p)>\])<c1 exp(&c2 |S| ).
We choose a C-function f, defined on R+, taking its values into [0, 1],
equal to 1 on [0, \2] and equal to 0 on [\, +]; and we define
.S ( p)=`
S
f (d( p({s&), p({s))).
We compute the first derivative of . by the Leibnitz formula; then a sum
of terms which have the cardinality |S| appears. We denote
;= sup
d(m, m$)\
&{md(m, m$)&,
then
&D{.S ( p)&1P1S ( p) ;|S|.
4.4. Convergence of Cylindrical Parallel Transport.
Theorem. Assume that v=ES ( p). Define Bp (_) # so(d ) by
Bp (_)=t#v0  _ot
p
_  0 .
Then there exists a constant c such that
Prob([ p: $S ( p)\ and sup
_
&Bp (_)&I&2;])c;&2 |S|[$(S)]32. (4.4.1)
Proof. Introduce the local variation
Q(_)=t#v_&  _ot
p
_  _& ;
then
B(_)=[U&1Q(_) U] B(_&1), where U=t#v_&  0 .
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Define b(_)=B(_)&I, q(_)=U&1[Q(_)&I] U then b(_)&b(_&)=
q(_)(I+b(_&)).
Denote by N{ the filtration on Pm0 (M) and denote
m(_)=&b(_)&22, trace(EN_&(q*(_) q(_)))=a(_&),
EN_&(q(_))=C(_&), c(_&)=&C(_&)&2 ;
then
bb*(_)=bb*(_&)+b(_&) B*(_&) q*(_)+q(_) B(_&) b*(_&)+q(_) q*(_)
EN_&(m(_))&m(_&)2&bB*(_&)& c(_&)+a(_&),
where & & denotes the endomorphism norm on the matrices. As B(_&) is
an orthogonal matrix we have
&bB*&=&b& , &b&&I+b&+&&I&2.
Therefore
m(_)& :
_$<_
[4c(_$)+a(_$)]
is a supermartingale for the discrete time filtration N_ ;
defining
J=:
_
E[4c(_)+a(_)], we have Prob(sup
_
&b(_)&2;);&2J. (4.4.2)
As
J|S| sup
_
[2d&E(Q(_)&I)&2+E(&Q(_)&I&22)], (4.4.3)
the proof of the theorem is therefore reduced to the study of the law of
Q(_). We shall consider Q(_) as the stochastic holonomy H of the parallel
transport along the loop l constituted by the Brownian path p({),
_&<{<_ followed by the minimizing geodesic linking p(_) to p(_&).
We will construct a one-parameter family l* , * # [0, 1] of loops such that
(i) \*, l* contains the arc consisting of the minimizing geodesic
going from p(_) to p(_&)
(ii) l0 is the minimizing geodesic run forward and backward, and
(iii) l1=l.
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Then we have
d
d*
H(l*)=G* H(l*) where G*=|
_
_&
0vv \ * l* ({), o d{ l*+ . (4.4.4)
In fact the lhs of (4.4.4) can be expressed as lim =&1H(l*+=&l*), which is
finally computed in terms of the curvature 0.
We can integrate Eq. (4.4.4) under the initial value H(l0)=I and we get
Q(_)=I+|
1
0
R1  * G* d* where R1  *=exp \V |[1, *] G+ d++ .
E(&Q(_)&I&22)=E _trace \| |[0, 1]2 R1  *G*G**$ R*$  1 d* d*$+&
E \|
1
0
&G*&22 d*+=I.
&E(Q(_)&I)&2E(&Q(_)&I&2[E(&Q(_)&I&22)]12I12. (4.4.5)
Going back to (4.4.3) we get
J4d |S| sup
_ _|
1
0
E[&G*&22 ] d*&
12
. (4.4.6)
An intrinsic 1-parameter family l* could be constructed using ‘‘the Brownian
sheet’’ on M. A first toll to pay would be the replacement of the derivative
appearing on the lhs of (4.4.4) with a stochastic differential. The next dif-
ficulty is that the theory of the Brownian sheet on a Riemannian manifold
is quite new [D-R], [N]. We shall work in a nonintrinsic setting, the
family l* being realized in the local chart exp&1p(_&) by the linear interpola-
tion formula
**({)=*l1({)+(1&*) l0({), { # [_&, _]. (4.4.7)
A prerequisite in order to be able to use this formula is that the range of
p({), { # [_&, _] is contained into the definition domain of exp&1p(_&) . We
denote
T=inf[_& # S : (i) is not true];
then T is a stopping time for the discrete time filtration. The supermar-
tingale estimates (4.4.2) are localizable under this stopping time and, using
(4.4.6), we obtain
Prob[sup
_<T
&b(_)&2;]4 d;&2 |S| sup
_ _|
1
0
E[&G*&22 ] d*&
12
.
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We introduce the other stopping time T $=inf[{ # [_&, _]:
d( p(_&), p({))\].
We localize the linear homotopy formula (4.4.7) on { # [_&, T $]; then
G* becomes the same integral as in (4.4.4), but taken on [_&, T $], and we
finally get
P[[ p: $S\, sup &b(_)&2\]]
4 d;&2 |S| sup
_ _|
1
0
E \"|
T $
_&
0 \ * l* , o d{l*+"
2
2+ dy&
12
. (4.4.8)
We have
" * l*"=&(l1&l0)&2$S( p).
We estimate the rhs of (4.4.8) by the energy identity for the stochastic
integral, which proves (4.4.1).
5. Differentiability of the Ito^ Parallel Transport
We shall first consider the case of smooth paths.
5.1. Theorem. Consider g # Pm0(M ); assume that g is smooth. Given
z # H 1 we define
G({, !)=expg({)[!t g{  0(z({))]
and denote by G (., !) the lifting of G(., !) to O(M). As G ({, !) # O(M) its
differential can be computed using the parallelism (%, |) of O(M) and we
have
%, G! ({, 0)=z({),
|, G! ({, 0)=|
{
0
0vvg({)(t
g
{  0(z(*)), g* d*).
Proof. We take the inverse image by G of the differential forms of the
parallelism,
G *%=a({, !) d{+z({) d!, G *|=c d!,
where a({, 0)=g* ({). We use now the first structure equation [F-M],
a
!
=c.a ;
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the second structure equation gives
c
{
({, 0)=0vv(z, g* ).
this relation with the fact that c(0, 0)=0 proves the theorem.
5.2. Theorem. Fix {0 , denote 8( p)=p~ ({0), then
8 # D&01 (Pm0), (5.2.1)
and the derivative can be expressed in the parallelism (%, |) of O(M) as
(D{, :8, %) =1({<{0) =: , (5.2.2)
(D{, : 8, |vv) =1({<{0) |
{0
{
0vvp(*)(t
p
*  0(=:), o dp(*)), (5.2.3)
where 0p({) denotes the curvature tensor at p({).
Remark. The formulae (5.2.2), (5.2.3) appeared in a different context
in the pioneering work [D-92, p. 321, Eq. (5.10)]. The formulae of
Theorem 5.1 were also shown in [D-92, p. 282, Eq. (2.5)].
Proof. As this result is the basis of all our subsequent computations we
shall give here two different proofs.
The first proof proceeds from a direct geometric analysis; the second is
based on the intertwining formula. The reader more interested in the
analytical aspects can skip the geometric proof and proceed directly to the
second proof.
We embed O(M) in the vector space R2d 2; then 8 becomes a vector-
valued functional and its derivative is therefore well defined. In order to
show its existence we must construct a sequence of R2d2-valued functionals
8n , such that
lim
n  
E \_:: |
1
0
&D{, :8n&D{, : 8&2R2d2 d{&
q2
+=0, (5.2.4)
where D{, : is defined by (5.2.2) and (5.2.3), and such that
&8n&8&Lq  0. (5.2.5)
We denote by Sn the dyadic fractions of denominator 2n and we define
8n( p)=.Sn( p) #~ vn({0) where vn=ESn( p);
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we remark that on the support of the cutoff function .Sn the piecewise
geodesic curve #v is well defined and furthermore, granted the embeding of
O(M) into a vector space, the multiplication by .Sn of #~ v is also well
defined.
Theorem 4.4 implies (5.2.5). On the other hand,
D{, :8&D{, :8n=.Sn[D{, :8&D{, :#~ vn]
+[1&.Sn] D{, :8&[D{, :.Sn] #~ vn .
This identity with (4.3.1) reduces the demonstration of (5.2.4) to proving
that \q<+ we have
lim
n  
E(&1P1Sn(D8&D#~ n)&
q)=0.
We have
1P1Sn D{, :#~ n= :
_ # Sn
1({_{0) t p{  _ _#~ n . (5.2.6)
If we replace t p on the rhs with t#v we get an error which is bounded by
(4.4.1). After this modification the rhs of (5.2.6) becomes the cylindrical
function associated to
(3Sn+1({n #~ n) | 1[{, 1]=:)H1,
where {n denotes the gradient on VSn . We compute the variation of the
smooth curve #~ n by Theorem 5.1; we obtain
|
{0
{
0#n(t
#vn(=:), #* n d{)= :
_ # Sn
\2&n |
_ 7 {0
_& 6 {
0#~ n(*) d*+ [=: , exp&1p(_&) ( p(_))].
(5.2.7)
This identity results from the fact that #~* vn is constant on the intervals
]_&, _[.
We denote by R=: 0A: the stochastic contraction associated to
(5.2.3); then
(D{, :8, |) =|
{0
{
0p(t p*  0(=:), dp)+
1
2 |
{0
{
Rp~ d{, (5.2.8)
where the first integral is an Ito^ stochastic integral and the second integral
is a Lebesgue integral. In the second member of (5.2.7) we replace the
average of the curvature tensor by its value at the point _&; the error term
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will converge to the Lebesgue integral in (5.2.8). Finally we have reduced
the proof of the theorem to the statement
:
_ # Sn
0p(_&)[t
#vn
_&  0(=:), exp
&1
p(_&)( p(_))] Lq | 0p[t pv 0(=:), dp]; (5.2.9)
we replace the Ito^ stochastic integral on the rhs with its approximation by
the Riemmann sums introduced in (1.3.1):
:
_ # Sn
0p(_&)[t p_&  0(=:), exp
&1
p(_&) ( p(_))].
Then the convergence theorem 4.4 proves (5.2.9).
5.3. Derivation of the Parallel Transport through the Intertwining For-
mula. We want to compute the derivative of the parallel transport by the
intertwining formula (2.6). This computation is completely analytic and
will provide an independent verification of the previous result.
5.3.1. Proposition. Fix {0 . The functional 8: p  p~ ({0) is strongly
differentiable.
Remark. We have proved previously a weaker statement of differen-
tiability.
Proof. The lifting to X of 8 is x  rx({0); this last functional is strongly
differentiable on X according to [F-M, Theorem 2.2.1, p. 257]. Then 2.6.1
proves the result.
5.3.2. Theorem. The derivative of 8 is given by (5.2.2) and (5.2.3).
Proof. By the intertwining formula (2.6.2), the lifting to X of Dz 8 is
equal to {Bh rx({0) where
h4 =z* + 12 ric(z)
dqh=0(z, o dx).
Then [F-M, p. 260, formula (2.3.3)] concludes the proof.
6. Structural Theorem of the Moving Frame and Hypoelliptic
Renormalization
6.1. Notion of Indices on Pm0(M). In differential geometry on M any
tensor field is described by a finite set of functions M indexed by indices;
this is the case for the approach by local charts as well for the approach
based on a parallelism as sketched in Section 2. For instance, a vector field
z on M is given by the functions zk, k # [1, d ]. It is equivalent to consider
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that z is given by the family of functions indexed by ! # Rd and defined by
z!=!kzk: indices become elements of a vector space, with the prerequisite
of linear dependence in those indices.
In our setting it is sometimes convenient to work with a set of indices
fixed once for all; it will be the vector space H 1([0, 1]; Rd ) abbreviated
as H 1. Given S a finite part of [0, 1], we have denoted by H 1S the finite
dimensional subspace of H 1 consisting of the functions such that their
derivatives are locally constant in [0, 1]. We denote by 6S the orthogonal
projection of H 1 onto H 1S . The parallelism 3S defined in (3.2.1) identifies
a vector field z on VS to a system of functions zu indexed by u # H 1S . We
extend the indices to H 1 by defining for v # H 1, zv=z6S(v) .
Finally a function f on VS will be lifted to Pm0 by the formula
f ( p)=.S( p) f (ES( p)), .S being defined in 4.3. (6.1.1)
Mixing those two points of view we get that:
6.1.2. Any tensor field on VS is defined by its components, indexed by
H 1; those components are functionals defined on Pm0 .
6.2. Convergence of the Structural Functions. The structural functions of
VS are defined for u1 , u2 , u3 # H 1S by
aS(u1 , u2 , u3)=(w | u3)H1 , where w=(d3S , u1 7 u2) .
Given ui # H 1 we define
anp(u1 , u2 , u3)=.Sn( p) a
Sn
ESn( p)
(6Sn u1 , 6Snu2 , 6Sn u3).
Structural Theorem. Fix ui # H 1, i=1, 2, 3; then when n  , the
following limit exists and satisfies the identity
lim
L2
[an(u1 , u2 , u3)]=|
1
0
u* 3 d[u1 , u2],
where
d[u1 , u2]=0p~ (u1 , u2)(o dp~ )+[Qu1 u* 2&Qu2 u* 1] d{,
with Qu({)=|
{
0
0p~ (u, o dp~ ). (6.2.1)
The integrated version of (6.2.1) is
[u1 , u2]=Qu1 u2&Qu2 u1 . (6.2.2)
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Remark. We have emphasized in the formula (6.2.1) the dependence
upon p. In terms of x we replace dp~ on the rhs of (6.2.1) with dx.
It was clear, in reading Section 3, that the structural functions fully
determine all the geometric structures; we will see the same fact in our
infinite dimensional setting.
Proof. We shall compute the structural functions of the cylindrical
approximations. In order to compress the notations we shall freely identify
vectors fields on VS to differential operators of first order.
Lemma. Consider on VS the vector fields _, : , defined by
3S(_, :)=1[_, 1] =: , _ # S, : # [1, d ].
Consider the sequence of dyadic partitions Sn ; then for any cylindrical func-
tion F, based on a dyadic partition, we have
lim
n  
Sn_, :F=D_, :F, (6.2.3)
where
Sn_, :F= :
_ # Sn
1({<_)(t#vn0  _ _F | =:).
Proof. We apply Theorem 4.4.
6.3. Main Lemma. Assume _1_2 ; then for F ( p)=f ( p(_0)), we have
for _2_0
[D_1 , :1 , D_2 , :2] F=:
;
’:1 , :2 , ;(_1 , _2) D_2 , ;F+(‘, df ) p(_0) , (6.3.1)
where
’:1 , :2 , ;(_1 , _2)=:
*
|
_2
_1
0:1 , *, :2 , ; o dx* , (6.3.2)
‘:1 , :2(_2 , _0)=:
; \|
_0
_2
:
*
0:1 , :2 , *, ; o dx*+ e;, _0 . (6.3.3)
Remarks. (i) When _2>_0 the lhs of (6.3.1) vanishes.
(ii) It is sufficient to prove the lemma when _0 is a dyadic number.
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Proof. Using (6.2.3) the lhs of (6.3.1) is the limt of [Sn_1 , :1 , 
Sn
_2 , :2] F.
Denote by #v the piecewise geodesic curve associated to v # VS , by #~ its
lifting to O(M); we associate to f # C 1(M) its lifting to O(M): f =fo?. Then
Sn_, : F=1(__0)[A: f ](#~ vn(_0)), (6.3.4)
where A: is the derivative associated to the horizontal vector field A: . We
get
Sn_1 , :1 
Sn
_2 , :2 F=1(_1 7 _2_0) 
Sn
_1 , :1 G:2(#~ v(_0)),
where G:(r)=[A: f ](r).
The function G: is defined on O(M). We can read its differential dG: in
the parallelism of O(M): the horizontal component will correspond to
[A:1 A:2 f ], the vertical component will correspond to the natural repre-
sentation of so(d ) on Rd acting on G
*
.
By the proof of Theorem 5.2, we have that Sn_1 , :1 G:2(#~ (_’’)) converges
towards the coupling of dG:2 with the rhs of (5.2.2) and (5.2.3).
We compute first the contribution to the bracket of the horizontal
coupling with (5.2.2) and we get
([A:1 , A:2] f )(#~ (_0)),
which is zero because the bracket of the two horizontal vector fields on
O(M) is a vertical field which vanishes on the basic function f .
Therefore only the coupling with the vertical component (5.2.3) con-
tributes to the bracket. Using (5.2.3) we obtain that the vertical coupling
converges towards
\|
_0
_1
0:1 , *, :2 , ; o dx*&|
_0
_2
0:2 , *, :1 , ; o dx*+ (G;( p~ (_0)); (6.3.5)
we write the first integral of (6.3.5) as I1+I2 where I1=_2_1=’.
The Bianchi’s identity
0:1 , *, :2 , ;&0:2 , *, :1 , ;=0:1 , :2 , *, ;
makes it possible to collapse I2 with the second integral of (6.3.5) into the
expression
I3=\|
_0
_2
0:1 , :2 , *, ; o dx
*+ (G;( p~ (_0))=‘, (6.3.6)
and this proves the main lemma.
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Lemma. For an arbitrary cylindrical F=f ( p({1), ..., p({q)), formula
(6.3.1) remains true if (6.3.1) is written with
:
j=q
j=1
(‘, dj f ) p({j) , where ‘;({)
=1({_1 6 _2) |
{
_1 6_2
0:1 , :2 , *, ; o dx* . (6.3.7)
Proof. Consider the special case where F( p)=f ( p(_0), p(_$0)) with
f :M 2  R.
We define a map ?2 : [O(M)]2  M 2 by ?2=(?, ?); we get a lifting
G=fo?2 . The formula (6.3.4) becomes
Sn_2 ,:2 F=1(_2_0) G
1
:2( p~ (_0))+1(_2_$0) G
2
:2( p~ )(_$0),
where the derivative of f relative to the vector field A:2 , operating on the
first coordinate of the product, is denoted by 1A:2 , and where G
1
:2=
1
A:2
G.
The function G1:2 is defined on [O(M)]
2; the derivative _1 , :1 operates both
relatively to p(_0) and p(_$0). The first case has been discussed in the main
lemma; the second case remains. The horizontal component will be
2A:1 
1
A:2
.
On the product manifold of O(M)_O(M) we have [1A:2 , 
2
A:1
]=0. Finally
the function G(r1 , r2 og) is independent of g # so(d ). This implies that the
vertical component of [_2 , :2 p~ (_$0)] has a coupling with G
1 which is zero.
Therefore the cross derivations associated to two different evaluations do
not contribute to the bracket; the contributions to the bracket come only
from the sum of the expressions appearing in the main lemma, the summa-
tion being taken over all the evaluations appearing in the expression of F.
6.4. Proof of the Theorem 6.2. Consider the two constant vector fields
Ui=:
:
|
1
0
u* :i ({) D{, : d{ i=1, 2,
[U1 , U2]F= :
:1 , :2
|
[0, 1]2
[D{1 , :1 , D{2 , :2] u*
:1
1 ({1) u*
:2
2 ({2) d{1 d{2 .
We integrate on {1{2 and we apply the main lemma; then we have to
integrate the ’ and ‘ terms. We integrate the ’ terms relatively to {1 ; we
get
u* :22 ({2) |
{2
0
u* :11 ({1) \|
{2
{1
0:1 , *, :2 , ; o dx*+ d{1 ,
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and, using integration by parts,
=u* :22 ({2) |
{2
0
0:1 , *, :2 , ;u
:1
1 o dx*=Qu1 .u* 2 .
The integration on _2_1 gives &Qu2 .u* 1 .
Finally we compute the contribution of ‘ by integrating first on {1{2 ;
we obtain
|
0{21
u:11 ({2) u*
:2({2) _|
{0
{2
0:1 , :2 , *, ;o dx*& d{2 .
The permutation of the couples ({1 , :1)  ({2 , :2) changes the bracket sign
[D{1 , :1 , D{2 , :2]; the permutation of :1 with :2 changes the sign of the
integrand. These two facts imply that
‘({0)=|
{0
0 _|
{0
{2
0:1 , :2 , *, ;o dx*& d[u:11 u:22 ({2)]=|
{0
0
0:1 , :2 , *, ;u
:1
1 u
:2
2 o dx* ,
the last equality coming from an integration by parts. Taking the stochastic
differential relatively to {0 we obtain the structural theorem. The equiv-
alence of (6.2.1) and (6.2.2) is a consequence of Bianchi’s identity.
6.5. Hypoelliptic Renormalization. It is clear from (6.2.1) that
[u1 , u2]  H 1; therefore the bracket of two constant vector fields sitting in
the CameronMartin tangent space is no longer sitting in this space.
In finite dimension hypoellipticity contributes to the regularity of the
fundamental solution. It was remarked in [M-90] that this fact is no
longer true in infinite dimension: hypoellipticity contributes to the
‘‘spreading’’ of the heat phenomena which squeezes the domain of
divergence operators.
Remark. The structural theorem is, following Cartan, the basic tool
to make differential geometry through the moving frame. It remains
unchanged by change of metric in Tp(Pm0(M )) or change of measure.
III. The Markovian Connection
7. The Markovian Connection
7.1. The Markovian Riemannian Connection. A connection given on
P(M) will be called Markovian if the associated covariant derivative { is
such that
d p{ [{Y Z] depends only upon d
p
{ Z and Y.
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A connection is Riemannian if
DY (Z1 | Z2)=({YZ1 | Z2)+(Z1 | {YZ2).
Definition of the Markovian Connection.
[d p0{ {YZ]( p0)=DY [(exp
&1
p0 ({))*
(d p{ Z)]. (7.1.1)
Obviously this connection is Markovian.
Lemma. Choose a local chart mi defined on a neighborhood of p0({) in M.
Denote by 1 ij, k the associated RiemannChristoffel symbols. Then
[d p0{ ({Y Z)]
i=DY ([(d p{ Z)]
i)+1 ij, k ( p0({)) Y
j( p0 , {)[d p0{ Z]
k. (7.1.2)
Proof. Elementary computation of the normal coordinates on M in the
framework of any local chart (see (1.3.7)).
7.1.3. Theorem. The connection defined in (7.1.1) is Riemannian.
Proof. We fix {; we denote by gi, j the metric tensor of M read in the
normal chart exp&1p0({) and by Z s , s=1, 2, the vectors fields d{Zs read in this
normal chart. The fact that the derivatives of gi, j vanish at the origin
implies that
DY[ gi, jZ i1Z
j
2]=gi, j [DY Z
i
1] Z
j
2+gi, j Z
i
1[DYZ
j
2].
As DYZ s=d p{ [{YZs] we prove the lemma by an integration relatively
to {.
Remark. In [L, p. 519, formula (1.2)], another connection on the path
space was defined. This connection does not satisfy Theorem 7.1.3.
7.2. Expression of the Connection in the Parallelism.
Theorem.
d
d{
[3({Y Z)]=DYz* +Qyz* , where Qy({)=|
{
0
0( y, o dx). (7.2.1)
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this theorem in the case where z does not
depend on p ; then Z( p, {)=p~ ({) oz({). Then we have
d
d{
[3({Y Z)]=(|, DY p~ ) V z* ({).
The application of Theorem 5.2. gives the result.
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7.3. Basic Indices. We want to have the ability to conduct as much as
possible computations with ‘‘indices.’’ The notion of indices has been intro-
duced in 6.1; this family of indices are redundant. We want to introduce a
‘‘basis’’ of indices. The basic indices will be written ({, :) where { # [0, 1],
:=1, ..., d. We introduce the tangent vectors {, : (sometimes denoted also
e{, :) defined by
{, :(_)=1[{, 1] (_) t p_  0(=:). (7.3.1)
We remark that {, :  Tp(Pm0(M )); this will imply that for the computation
involving renormalization (as the computation of divergence), the former
indices formalism (6.1) could be more appropriated.
We introduce the localization of the covariant derivative by the
definition
{{, : Z={{, :Z. (7.3.2)
Then, for every vector field Y, we have
{Y Z=:
:
|
1
0
{{, :Z d p{, :Y d{, where d
p
{, : Y=d
p
{ Y .{, : . (7.3.3)
7.4. Christoffel Operators. We have by localization on the components
of a constant vector field Z :
{{0 , :0 Z=:
:
|
1
0
{{0 , :0({, :) d
p
{, :Z d{.
Theorem. The Christoffel symbols 1 ;:0 , :({0 , {) are defined by the
identity
{{0 , :0({, :)=1
;
:0 , :({0 , {) {, ;
and have the expression
1 ;: 0 , :({0 , {)=1({0<{) |
{
{0
0:0 , *, :, ;o dx
* (7.4.1)
Remarks. (i) The curvature tensor 0 of M, expressed in the orthonor-
mal frame rx , can have its indices written indifferently in an upper or lower
setting.
(ii) The fact that the covariant derivative vanishes if {<{0
corresponds to the Markovian character of the connection.
(iii) It is a remarkable fact that the action of {{0 , :0 on the vectors
{, *
can be expressed by the action of a d_d-matrices.
Proof. We apply formula (7.2.1) replacing Y by {0 , :0 .
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7.5. Torsion of the Markovian connection.
Proposition. For {1{2
[{1 , :1 , {2 , :2]{, ;=1({2{) 1
;
:1 , :2 ({1 , {2)+1({2{) |
{
{2
0:1 , :2 , *, ;o dx
*
(7.5.1)
Proof. We apply the Structural Theorem 6.2.
Theorem.
({{1 , :1 {2 , :2&{{2 , :2 {1 , :1&[{1 , :1 , {2 , :2]){, ;
=&1({1 6 {2{) |
{
{1 6 {2
0:1 , :2 , *, ;o dx
* (7.5.2)
Proof. Result from (7.4.1) and (7.5.1).
Remark. (i) The rhs of (7.5.2) can be interpreted as the torsion of the
Markovian connection.
(ii) The Markovian connection ‘‘renormalizes the hypoelliptic
divergence.’’ Its price is the introduction of a torsion which is equal to
minus the stochastic differential appearing in (6.2.1).
7.6. Derivative of the Stochastic Integrals. We shall differentiate Ito^
stochastic integrals by writting them in terms of Stratonovich integrals. We
prefer to state first the differentiation theorem in terms of Stratonovich
integrals because in this case the geometric meaning of the Markovian con-
nection leads us to a very simple expression.
We shall use the expression given in (1.4.5) of the Stratonovich integral:
|
1
0
d p{ Zo dp({)=|
1
0
z* : o dx: (7.6.1)
Theorem. Given an adapted vector field Z such that the process z*
satisfies the assumptions considered for u in Corollary 2.3.12, the derivative
of its Stratonovitch integral is given by
D{0 , : |
1
0
d pZ o dp=d p{0 , : Z+|
1
0
d p({{0 , :Z) o dp. (7.6.2)
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Proof. Returning to the frame bundle, we introduce y=3(d pZ)=z* ;
then
|
1
0
d pZ o dp=|
1
0
y: o dx: .
Lemma.
[D{0 , : y]
#=&1 #:, ;({0 , {) y
;+[r&1x (d
p {{0 , :Z)]
#. (7.6.3)
Proof. We have y=r&1x (d
pZ); we make the computation of the
derivative at the point p0({0) by using the normal chart at this point. The
derivation of d pZ will give rise to d p({{0 , :Z). The lemma will result from
(5.2.3) combined with (7.4.1).
Proof of 7.6.2. By the intertwining formula 2.6, the derivation D{, : on
the path space corresponds to the derivation on the Wiener space relative
to the tangent process
‘{0 , :({)=1({0<{) =:+|
{
{0 _|
_
{0
0(o dx, =:)& o dx(_).
Differentiating on X according to the results of Paragraph 2.3.10, and using
the antisymmetry of the curvature tensor, we get
DX‘ |
1
0
yo dx=|
1
0
yo d‘{0 , :+| DX‘ y o dx=I+II
I=y:({0)&|
1
{0 _|
{
{0
0(o dx, =:)& y({) o dx({).
We apply formula (7.6.3) to II and we get
II=|
1
{0 _|
{
{0
0(o dx, =:)& y({) o dx({)+|
1
{0
d p({{0 , :Z) o dp ;
then a remarkable cancellation proves the theorem.
Theorem. The derivative of the Ito^ stochastic integral of an adapted
vector field Z such that 10 &z* ({)&2, p$ d{<+ for some p$>1 is given by
D{0 , : |
1
0
d p{ Z .dp=|
1
0
d p{ ({{0 , :Z) .dp+d
p
{0 , :Z&
1
2 |
1
{0
(RMz* ): d{. (7.6.4)
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Proof. Keeping the notations used in the previous proof and using
(1.4.4) and 2.3.10, we have
D{0 , : |
1
0
d p{ Z .dp=D
X
‘ |
1
0
y dx=|
1
0
DX‘ y dx+|
1
0
y d‘.
We are going to compute these two terms separately. Using formula (7.6.3)
|
1
0
DX‘ y dx=|
1
{0 _|
{
{0
0(o dx, =:)& y({) dx({)+|
1
{0
d p({{0 , :Z) .dp.
As for the second term, we have
|
1
0
y d‘=y:({0)&|
1
{0 _|
{
{0
0(o dx, =:)& y({) dx({)
& 12 |
1
0
:
;, #
y ; d1 #:, ;({0 , {) .dx
#.
Since d1 #:, ;({0 , {) .dx
#=0:, #, ;, # d{, we obtain
|
1
0
DX‘ y dx+|
1
0
y d‘=|
1
0
d p{ ({{0 , :Z) .dp+d
p
{0 , :Z&
1
2 |
1
{0
(RMz* ): d{
8. Lie Algebra of Tangent Processes
8.1. Smooth Tangent Processes. Given a tangent process ‘ defined by
d{‘:=a:, ;o dx;+c: d{, (8.1.1)
we shall say that ‘ is smooth if 10 &a({)&2, p d{<+ and 10 &c({)&1, p d{
<+ \p.
We recall that, by the intertwining formula (2.6.2), differentiating on the
path space with respect to the tangent process ‘ corresponds to differen-
tiating on the Wiener space X with respect to
d{‘ =d{‘+_|
{
0
0(_, ‘) o dx(_)& o dx({).
We shall write
d{‘ =a :, ; o dx;+c : d{.
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Using the intertwining formula together with the proof of the representa-
tion formula (2.3.9) on the Wiener space, we obtain, for a functional F
defined on the path space,
D‘F=D‘ (FoI)=|
1
0
D{, :(FoI)(a :, ;o dx;({)+c : d{) (8.1.2)
where, according to 2.3.10, the stochastic integral is the Stratonovich
anticipative integral.
We proceed to the passage in (8.1.2) to the Ito^ integral; the contribution
to the second-order derivatives of F to the stochastic contraction vanishes
according to 2.3.8, and we get
D‘F=|
1
2
D{, :(FoI)(a :, ; dx;({)+c $: d{)
+ 12 |
1
0 _|
1
{
D_, #(FoI) 0#;, *, : o dx
*(_)& a :, ;({) d{. (8.1.3)
Notation. Given a semi-martingale ‘({) having a Stratonovitch
stochastic differential d‘=a;o dx;+c d{, and given a process u, we denote
| u < d‘=the Stratonovitch integral | [ua;]o dx;
+the Lebesgue integral | uc d{. (8.1.4)
With this notation (8.1.2) can be written
D‘F=|
1
0
D{, :F < d‘ ({) where F =FoI. (8.1.5)
We define
| uo d‘= lim$(S)  0
1
2 :
_ # S
M_(u)(‘(_+)&‘(_&)). (8.1.6)
Proposition. Assume that a:, ; satisfies 2.3.10 (i)b, then
| u: < d‘:=| u: o d‘:+ 12 | u: :
;
a:, ;, ; d{. (8.1.7)
8.2. Theorem. Given two smooth tangent processes !, !$ on Pm0(M ),
there exists a tangent process !" such that, denoting
C=D!D!$&D!$D! ,
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we have
CF=D!"F.
Remark. This result has been proved independently by Driver (personnal
communication).
Proof. We introduced in 2.5 the derivative I$ of the Ito^ map and we
have proven that it realizes an isomorphism of the space of tangent pro-
cesses. We denote by ! , ! $, F the lifting up to the Wiener space X of the
previous data defined by
F =FoI, I$(! )=!, I$(! $ )=!$.
We have the intertwining formula
(D!F) oI=D! F .
Iterating this intertwining formula we obtain
(D!D!$ F) oI=D! D! $F .
Therefore denoting C =D! D! $&D! $D! we have the intertwining
(CF ) oI=C F .
As I$ is an isomorphism, we are reduced to prove that on the Wiener space
the bracket of two tangent processes is a tangent process. We have by (8.1.5)
C F = |
1
0
< d! :({) D{, : _|
1
0
D{$, :$ F < d! $:$ ({$ )& ,
where  denotes the antisymmetrization operator in the couple
({, :)  ({$, :$ ). The second-order derivatives of F appear as
 |
1
0
< d! :({) |
1
0
D2({, :), ({$, :$ ) F < d!$:$ ({$ )=0,
the last equality being obtained by a Fubini theorem, writing the integrals
as double integrals and then using the symmetry of the second derivative.
8.3. Lemma. On the Wiener space X we consider an adapted process y:
and two tangent processes ‘: , ‘$: of the form
d‘:=a:, ;o dx;+c: d{, d‘$=a$:, ;o dx;+c$: d{.
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Then
D‘ |
1
0
y: < d‘$:=|
1
0
[D‘y]: o d‘$:+|
1
0
y: < d[(D‘‘$ )]: ,
where
d[D‘‘$:$]:=[D‘a$:$, ;]o dx;+[D‘c$:$] d{+a:, ; < d!$; .
Proof. Equation (8.1.5) and Corollary 2.3.12.
8.4. Proof of Theorem 8.2. We denote ! by ‘, F by f, ’
*
#’$
*
if ’
*
&’$
*
is a tangent process. We split [CF]oI=J1+J2 , where
J1=H, H#|
1
0
D{$, :$ f D‘a$:$, ;$ o dx;$ ({$ )
and where
J2# |
1
0
D{$, :$ f a$:$ , ;$a;$, #o dx#({$).
As the bracket [a, a$] is an antisymmetric matrix, we have J2#0; as the
derivative of an antisymmetric matrix is antisymmetric we have H#0.
8.5. Remark. Driver [D-95, p. 408] considers the class G of adapted
transformations of the Wiener space which preserve the class of the Wiener
measure; from this definition it results that G is a group. Driver shows that
the infinitesimal transformations of G can be identified with the space of
tangent processes. As in finite dimensions the infinitesimal transformation of
a group are closed under Lie bracket, Theorem 8.2 looks very natural.
9. Markovian Torsion and Curvature : Markovian Ricci Tensor
9.1. The Ring N* of Adapted Operators. We associate to the Ito^ filtra-
tion N{ the commuting family of projector operators in L2([0, 1]; Rd )
defined by the multiplication by the indicatrices 1[0, {] , { # [0, 1]. We
denote by N* the ring of operators commuting with all these projectors.
From a probabilistic point of view those operators are ‘‘adapted’’ to the Ito^
filtration. The ring of operators of N* coincides with the ring of multi-
plication operators by the functions
. # L([0, 1]; GL(d)).
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The curvature operator will belong to the class N*. We have to rewrite the
Christoffel symbols (7.4.1) in this formalism. We denote
1{, :=1*:, * ({, V).
We shall use freely the identification of H 1 with L2 obtained through the
operations dd{ and its inverse h  0* h. For instance, if Z is a constant
vector field, we have
[{{0 , :z]{, ;=|
{
{0
1 #:, ;({0 , _) z* #(_) d_=[1{0 , :(z)]{, ; . (9.1.1)
9.2. Curvature Theorem. For p # Pm 0(m) given, the curvature of the
Markovian connection is defined by a kernel 0([{, :], [{$, :$]) taking its
values in N* which has the expression in the cannonical set of indices
[{, :], ...
0([{, :], [{$, :$])={{, : 1{$, :$&{{$, :$1{, :
&|
1
{ 6 {$
:
;
0M:, :$, *, ; (rx(_)) 1_, ;o dx*(_) } } }
+1({$<{) _|
{
{$
:
;
0M:$, *, :, ; o dx*& 1{, ;
&1({<{$ ) _|
{$
{
:
;
0M:, *, :$, ;o dx*& 1{$, ; , (9.2.1)
where the Stratonovich stochastic integrals are N* vector valued integrals.
For each p # Pmo(M ), the torsion of the Markovian connection is given by
a kernel T([{, :], [{$, :$]) taking its values in C 0([0, 1]; Rd ), which has the
expression
T_, ;([{, :], [{$, :$])=&1({ 6 {$<_) |
_
{ 6 {$
0M:, :$, *, ;(rx(_$ ))o dx*(_$ ).
(9.2.2)
Proof. On a finite dimensional Riemannian manifold M the structure
equation on O(M) of a Riemannian connection with torsion T can be
written as
d%=| 7%+T(% 7 %), (9.2.3)
d|=| 7|+0(% 7%). (9.2.4)
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The data of a parallelism form 3 on M is equivalent to the data of a
section 3 : M  O(M ); then the structural equation can be pushed back to
M through 3 *. We have
3 *%=3; (9.2.5)
we define
|~ =3 *|.
We compute |~ through
|~ 73=d3&T(3 7 3). (9.2.6)
We shall call |~ the connection form.
Before we proceed to the proof of the Curvature Theorem some proper-
ties of differential forms will be established in the next two paragraphs.
9.3. Differential Forms. Given a tangent vector Z we have denoted its
image in the parallelism by z=3(Z ).
A differential of degree s will be given by p # Dqr(Pm0(M); [H
1]7
s
).
The exterior product of order s is contained in the tensor product of
order s on which the HilbertSchmidt norm defines an Hilbertian struc-
ture; this structure induces an Hilbertian structure on the exterior product.
In the following we shall work only on forms of degree 1 and 2.
Granted the underlying Hilbertian structure of the tangent space, the
space of 1-differential forms can be identified with the space of linear func-
tionals on the space of tangent vector fields by the formula
(\, Z)=(\, z) =( \ | z)H 1 . (9.3.1)
This formula extend to a differential form % of degree 2:
(%, Z 7Z $) =(% | z7 z$ )H1 H1 . (9.3.2)
Kernel Representation of Differential Forms of Degree 2. We identify
RdRd with Rd 2. Then the tensor product of L2([0, 1]; Rd ) by itself can
be identified with L2([0, 1]; Rd 2). Therefore a differential form \ of degree
2 can be represented by an R-valued kernel \:1 , :2({1 , {2), antisymmetric
under the substitution ({1 , :1)  ({2 , :2) and such that
( \, z1 7 z2>=|
[0, 1]2
\:1 , :2({1 , {2) z*
:1
1 z*
:2
2 d{1 d{2 . (9.3.3)
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9.4. Coboundary of a Function and of a 1-Differential Form. Given
f # D21(Pm0(M)), we define its coboundary as the 1-differential form df given
by the identity
(df, z)=DZ f. (9.4.1)
Given a differential form \ of degree 1, its coboundary d\ is defined by
(d\, Z1 7 Z2)=DZ1[( \, Z2)]&DZ2[( \, Z1)]&( \, [Z1 , Z2]).
(9.4.2)
It results from (9.4.2) that for any scalar-valued functional f, we have
(d\, ( fZ1) 7 Z2) = f(d\, Z1 7 Z2) .
This identity implies that it is sufficient to compute d\ on constant vector
fields. In fact the linear combinations of products of constant vector fields
by scalar-valued functionals are dense in the Hilbert space of tangent
vector fields. Furthermore d( f\)=df 7 \+f d\ ; this relation implies that it
is sufficient to compute the coboundary of constant differential forms.
Proposition. For a constant differential form \0 and two constant vector
fields z1 , z2 we have
(d\0 , z1 7 z2)=&( \0 , [z1 , z2]). (9.4.3)
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the definition (9.4.2).
By 6.5 the bracket of two constant vector fields H 1; therefore the rhs
has to be expressed through a stochastic integral. This is an example of an
hypoelliptic renormalization.
We shall split below the ‘‘regular part’’ of the coboundary from its
stochastic integral part through the use of the Markovian connection.
Theorem. Given \ # Dq1(Pm0(M ); H
1), we define the kernel
K:1 , :2({1 , {2)=d
p
{2 , :2 ({{1 , :1 \)&d
p
{1 , : 1({{2 , : 2 \);
then
(d\, z1 7 z2) &|
[0, 1]2
K:1 , :2({1 , {2) z*
: 1
1 z*
:2
2 d{1 d{2
=|
[0, 1]
\* ; 0:1 , :2 , *, ; z
:1
1 z
:2
2 o dx
*. (9.4.4)
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Proof. Computing (9.4.3) through (7.5.1) we prove the theorem for
constant differential forms. We denote by A( \) the difference between the
lhs and the rhs of (9.4.4); then for every smooth function f we have
A( f\)= fA( \). As A vanishes on constant differential forms we obtain
that A is identically zero.
9.5. Computation of the Connection Form.
Theorem. Under the notations of 9.2 we have that the torsion is given by
(7.5.2); the connection form has the expression
(|~ , e{, :) =1{, : . (9.5.1)
Proof. The statement about the torsion is obvious. We compute |~
through (9.2.6). The coboundary of 3 is computed from (9.4.4). Then the
stochastic integral terms cancel each other and we get (9.5.1).
9.6. Proof of the Curvature Theorem. We compute d|~ through (9.4.2)
which has been now applied to the vector-valued differential form 1
*
; the
curvature will be given by
d|~ &|~ 7 |~ .
The two last terms of the expression (9.2.1) correspond to the computation
of
(|~ , [e{, : , e{$, :$]) ,
where the bracket is expressed through (7.5.1).
9.6.1. Remark. The expression of the 1 involves the curvature tensor
0M of M ; the curvature tensor 0 involves the covariant derivative of
the 1. Then second covariant derivatives of 0M appear. This increased
order of differentiation could be thought of heuristically as reflecting the
renormalization needed to define objects in this infinite dimensional dif-
ferential geometry.
9.7. Computation of the Ricci Tensor.
Definition. The Markovian Ricci tensor R of Pm 0(M) is obtained by
taking the trace of the curvature operator: this trace will be defined by the
formula
:
:$
| 0([{$, :$ ], [{, :])([{$, :$]) d{$,
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where the integration relative to {$ is properly understood. A complete
procedure will consist of developing parallel computations in cylindrical
approximations and then passing to the limit. This procedure would be
time consuming. The next statement will receive the strange name of
TheoremDefinition which means that from a logical point of view it has to
be considered as a definition while on the other hand we present strong
evidence that the proposed object is indeed the trace of the curvature
tensor.
TheoremDefinition. The operator R belongs to N* and is given by
d p{ [RZ]=R
M
p({) [Z{], (9.7.1)
where RM denotes the Ricci tensor on M.
Remark. The Ricci tensor does not involve derivatives of 0M.
Elements of a Proof. In the expression 0([{$, :$], [{, :])([{$, :$]) the
only nonzero contribution in formula (9.2.1) will come from the first term,
namely,
{{$, :$1{, :({$, :$ )=D{$, :$(1({<{$ ) |
{$
{
0:, *, :$, *o dx* 1({$<V)),
since 1{$, :$1{, :([{$, :$])=0. Therefore using (7.6.2)
{{$, :$1({, :)({$, :$ )=1({<{$ ) 0:, :$, :$, * ( p({$ )) 1({$<V).
Hence
d p_[RZ]=d
p
_ |
[0, 1]2
:
:, :$
1({<{$<V) 0:, :$, :$, *( p({$ ))(d
p
{, :Z) d{ d{$
=|
1
0
:
:, :$
1({<_) 0:, :$, :$, *( p(_))(d
p
{, :Z) d{
=& :
:, :$
0:$, :, :$, *( p(_)) |
1
0
1({<_)(d p{, :Z) d{=R
M( p(_))(Z_).
9.7.2. Proposition. Given an adapted vector field Z its divergence $(Z)
has the expression
$(Z)( p)=(3(Z+ 12RZ) | x)H 1 , where p=I(x).
Proof. Equation (1.5.2).
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10. Curvature Estimates and Energy Identity for Anticipative Stochastic
Integrals
10.1. The Meaning of the de RhamHodge Operator in Probability. The
classical De RhamHodge operator operates on differential forms \ of
degree s of a finite dimensional Riemannian manifold through the formula
2s\=[$d+d$]\. (10.1.1)
In this formula the operator $ denotes the adjoint of the operator d relative
to some reference measure e&q dv, where dv is the Riemannian volume. For
probability the relevant cases are s=0, s=1.
In the case s=0 the differential forms of degree zero are functions. The
operator 20 is the OrnsteinUhlenbeck operator, leaving the reference
measure invariant.
In the case s=1 the Dirichlet form associated to 21 is equal to
&E[(21( \) | \)H1]=E[($\)2]+E[&d\&2]=Q( \). (10.1.2)
A Weitzenbo ck formula is an expression of this Dirichlet form of the kind
Q( \)&E[&{\&2]=E[(R( \) | \)], (10.1.3)
where R is a symmetric matrix-valued function operating on differential
forms by pointwise multiplication. The interest of the operator $ in prob-
ability came from the discovery by Gaveau and Trauber that on the classi-
cal Wiener space it coincides with the Skorokhod anticipative stochastic
integral. This fact is no longer true on Pm0(M ). Formula (10.2.11) gives the
analogous statement for this space.
Shigekawa [S] proves on any abstract Wiener space a Weitzenbo ck-type
formula which on the Wiener space of the R-valued Brownian motion has
the form
E \ 12 |[0, 1]2 [D{u_&D_u{]2 d{ d_+[$(u)]2&|[0, 1]2 [D{u_]2 d{ d_+
=E \|
1
0
u2 d{+ . (10.1.4)
Identifying the operator $ with the anticipative integral, this formula is
equivalent to the NualartPardoux energy identity for Skorohod-type
stochastic integrals [N-P]:
E \_|
1
0
u dx&
2
+&E \|[0, 1]2 D{u_ D_u{ d{ d_+=E _|
1
0
u2{ d{& . (10.1.5)
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On a submanifold V of finite codimension of the Wiener space, Airault and
Van Biesen [A, A-V, V] have shown that the analogue of (10.1.4) holds
true granted that its rhs is replaced by a term of the form
E[&U&2H 1]+E[(RVU | U )H1],
where RV is an HilbertSchmidt operator, called the Ricci operator,
constructed before by Getzler for the loop groups case [Ge]. See [K-S].
Fang succeeded recently [F] in constructing on anticipative stochastic
integral of a smooth process above a Riemannian manifold. The Weitzen-
bo ck-type formula of the next section will provide an energy identity for
this anticipative integral.
10.2. Energy Identity on the Path Space. Given an adapted vector field
Z its divergence is defined by the following Ito^ stochastic integral (cf.
formula 1.5.2):
$(Z)=|
1
0
[d pZ+ 12 R
M(Z)] .dp. (10.2.1)
Main Theorem. There exist two operators on H 1, A0 and A1, such that
for any vector field Z=fY, where Y is a smooth adapted vector field and
where f is a smooth R-valued functional, we have
&d\Z&2L2+&$(Z)&2L2&E _ ::, :$ |[0, 1]2 [d
p
{, :{{$, :$Z]
2 d{ d{$&
=E [(A0(z) | z)+(A1(Dz) | z)]. (10.2.2)
The operator A0 has the decomposition
A0=A$+A",
where
A$(Z )=Z+ 12R(Z )&
1
2 |
1
*
(RM d p{ Z+R
M(RMZ)) d{,
R being defined in (9.7.1), and where
d p\, ;[A"(Z)]
=&|
[0, 1]2
:
:, #
[d p_, #1{, :(Z)] T\, ;([{, :], [_, #]) d_ d{
+|
[0, 1]2
:
:, #
[T([{, :], [_, #]) | Z)] T\, ;([{, :], [_, #]) d_ d{
+ 12 |
1
0
1( \<{)[(A; R
M )(Z)]{ .dp({)
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The operator A1 has the expression
d p\, ;[A
1(DZ )]=|
[0, 1]2
:
:, #
[D{, : d p_, #Z] T\, ;([{, :], [_, #]) d_ d{
&|
1
0
:
:, #
[D\, # d p{, : Z] 1
;
:, #(\, {) d{.
We have
sup
p # P(M )
(&A$&End(H1))<.
A" is a kernel operator of the form
_ dd{ A"(z)&{, :=|
1
0
:
;
A":, ;({, _) z* ;(_) d_
and we denote the L norm of this kernel by &A"&.
A1 has the kernel representation
_ dd{ A1(Dz)&{, :=|[0, 1]2 :;, # A
1
:, ;, #({, _, \) D_, ;z* #( \) d_ d\
and we denote the L norm of this kernel by &A1& ; then it is possible to
find a constant c>0 such that
E(exp(c &A"&))<, E(exp(c &A1&2))<. (10.2.3)
Proof. We remark that the divergence of Z=fY is well defined through
the formula
$(Z)=&DY f+f$(Y )=&DYf+f |
1
0
[d pY+ 12R
M(Y )] .dp.
In this formula the derivative of f appears in the first term on the rhs. We
claim that we can neglect this term because at the end of our computations
all the derivatives of f will cancel each other.
All the computations will be made as if the first and the second
derivatives of f would vanish.
The pivot of out computation will be the computation of the L2-norm of
the divergence, which from a stochastic point of view means that our
corner stone is the following energy identity for stochastic integrals:
E([$(Z)]2)=E(DZ[$(Z)])
=E \|
1
0
:
#
d p_, #Z d_ _D_, # |
1
0
(d p{ Z+
1
2R
M
p({) Z{) dp({)&+ .
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By differentiating the Ito^ stochastic integral in the bracket we get
B+C1+C2 , where
B=E \|
1
0
:
#
d p_, #Z d_ _|
1
0
[d p{ ({_, #Z)+
1
2 {_, #(R
M
p({) Z({))] dp({)&+
(10.2.4)
C1=E(&Z&2H1)+
1
2E[(RZ | Z)H1].
The two terms in C1 came from the integrated part of the formula giving
the derivative of a stochastic integral and from (9.7.1) and
C2=&12E \|
1
0
:
#
d p_, #Z d_ |
1
_
(RM d p{ Z+R
M(RMZ))# d{+
according to formula (7.6.4).
The computation of B splits into B=B1+B2 according to the identity
{_, #(RMp({) Z{)=[{_, #R
M
p({)]Z{+R
M
p({)[{_, # Z]{ .
In computing B2 we get a stochastic integral corresponding to the
stochastic integral appearing in the bracket of (10.2.4); this stochastic
integral is again a divergence :
B2=E \|
1
0
:
#
[$({_, #Z)] d p_, #Z d_+=E \|
1
0
:
#
D{_, # Z[d
p
_, #Z] d_+
=E \|[0, 1]2 :#, : d
p
{, :[{_, #Z] D{, :[d
p
_, #Z]+ (10.2.5)
The second equality results from a reverse integration by part. We remark
that d p_, #Z=(Z | _, #); using the fact that the Markovian connection is
Riemannian we get the identity
D{, :[d p_, #Z]=({{, :Z | _, #)+(Z | {{, : _, #)
=d p_, #[{{, :Z]&d
p
_, #[1{, :Z], (10.2.6)
where the last term comes from the fact that 1{, : is an antisymmetric
operator. Identity (10.2.6) induces the new splitting B2=B2, 1+B2, 2 , where
B2, 1=E \|[0, 1]2 ::,# [d
p
_, # {{, : Z][d
p
{, : {_, #Z] d{ d_+ . (10.2.7)
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Lemma.
B2, 1=&E(&dZ&2H 1H 1)+E(&{Z&2H1H 1)
+ 12E \|[0, 1]2 ::, # [ |(T([{, :],[_, #]) | Z)|
2
+4(T([{, :], [_, #]) | Z ) d p_, #({{, :Z)] d_ d{). (10.2.8)
Proof. We shall write this proof in finite dimension in order to keep
the notational system as light as possible. We will work in the framework
of Section 3, with a finite dimensional Riemannian moving frame ej and
a Riemannian connection { with torsion T ; the coboundary of the
1-differential form \ associated to a vector field Z is computed as
(d\, ei 7 ej)=&(ei | {jZ )+(ej | {iZ)+(Ti, j | Z ). (10.2.9)
In fact we have
(d\, ei 7 ej)=i (Z | ej)&j (Z | ei)&(Z | [ei , ej])
i (Z | ej)=({iZ | ej)+(Z | {i ej); ...; {i ej&{j ei&[ei .ej]=Ti, j ;
those identities establish (10.2.9). We compute now the norm of d\,
&d\&2= 12 :
i, j _({i Z | ej)&({jZ | ei)+(Z | Ti, j)&
2
=:
i, j
[{ iZ] j [{jZ]i+&{*Z&
2
+:
i, j
[ 12 |(Z | Ti, j)| 2+2[{i Z] j (Z | Ti, j)].
This formula is the finite dimensional version of (10.2.7).
Computation of B2, 2 .
B2, 2=&E \|[0, 1]2 ::, # 1
*
:, #({, _) z* *(_)[D_, #z* :({)+1
;
#, :(_, {) z* ;] d_ d{+ .
We remark that according to the adaptation of the Christoffel coefficients,
1({, _) 1(_, {)=0; therefore B2, 2=0.
Computation of B1 . The Ricci tensor RM defines a matrix-valued func-
tion R:, ; on O(M ); the horizontal vector field A# defines the differential
operator A# . We then have:
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Lemma.
[{{, :RM( p(_))](_, ;)=1({<_)[A: R#, ;] _, # . (10.2.11)
Proof. The derivative of D{, :p~ has been computed in 5.2; its horizontal
component (5.2.2) gives rise to the expression written in the lemma; its
vertical component (5.2.3) cancels with the term in 1. An independent
geometrical proof of (10.2.11) can be obtained from formula (7.1.1).
We have proved the main theorem in the case of adapted vector fields.
Let us consider now the general case Z=fY. According to the definition
of the divergence for this case, we have
E([$(Z)]2)=E([ f$(Y )]2)&E( f$(Y ) DY f )+E([DY f ]2)
and, since
E([ f$(Y )]2)=E((DY f 2) $(Y )),
we obtain
E([$(Z)]2)=E( f 2DY$(Y ))+E([DY f ]2)
=E \ f 2 |
1
0
:
#
d p_, #Y d_ D_, #$(Y )++E([DY f ]2).
In the development of the first term in this sum, as was done in (10.2.4),
the only part which involves derivatives of the function f is at corre-
sponding to expression B2 , namely,
E \|
1
0
:
#
D{_, #Y [ f
2 d p_, #Y ] d_+
=E \|[0, 1]2 :#, : d
p
{, :[{_, #Y ] D{, :[ f
2 d p_, #Y ]+ .
On the other hand,
E \|[0, 1]2 :#, : [d
p
{, :{_, #( fY )][d
p
_, #{{, :( fY )] d{ d_+
=E \ f 2 |[0, 1]2 :#, : [d
p
{, :{_, #Y ][d
p
_, #{{, :Y ] d{ d_+
+2E \ f |
1
0
:
#
D{_, #Y[d
p
_, #Y ] d_++E([DY f ]2). (10.2.12)
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Therefore, in the expression for E([$(Z)]2) the terms which involve
derivatives of f cancel in the following way
E \|[0, 1]2 :#, : d
p
{, :[{_, #Y ] D{, :[ f
2 d p_, #Y ]++E([DY f ]2)
=E \|[0, 1]2 :#, : [d
p
{, :{_, #( fY )][d
p
_, #{{, :( fY )] d{ d_+
+E \ f 2 |[0, 1]2 :#, : [d
p
{, :{_, #Y ] d
p
_, #[1{, :Y ] d{ d_+ ,
where we have used (10.2.6) together with (10.2.12). Then we can apply
Eq. (10.2.8) to the vector field fZ.
10.2.13. Estimations of the Norms of the Curvature Operators. As the
manifold M is compact, its Ricci tensor is uniformly bounded and the
estimation for &A$& is obvious. In order to shorthand the desired majora-
tions we shall develop our computations without mentioning all the indices
explicit.
The third integral appearing in the expression of A" has the shape
|
1
0
1(\<{)[A R]({) dx({) _|
{
0
z* (_) d_& .
By integration by parts, it becomes
G(1) z(1)&G(\) z(\)&|
1
\
G(_) z* (_) d_ where G(_)=|
_
0
[A R] dx;
the contribution to &A"& of this term is bounded by sup |G|, an expres-
sion which has its square in the exponential class. Other contributions to
A" come from terms of the form 1T or TT ; their contributions to
&A"& are dominated by
sup
_ "|
_
0
0
*, *, *, *
o dx*"
2
,
and this expression is in the exponential class. The stochastic contraction
makes one stochastic integration disappear and therefore produces terms of
higher regularity than those considered above. Finally, the last integral in
the expression of A" is also more regular then the others since it involves
only one stochastic integral. The norm &A1& is bounded by the
supremum of a stochastic integral of the same kind and therefore &A1&2 is
in the exponential class.
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10.3. Estimation of the L2-Norm of $(Z). For completeness we recall
classical facts on Orlicz spaces. We say that the function 9 is associated to
8 if there exist constants ci such that
(i) [uv]2c18(u)+c29(v), \u, v # R+.
The relation (i) implies that for functionals f, g defined on a probability
space, we have
(ii) & fg&2L2c1E(8( | f | ))+c2E(9( | g| )),
(iii) 91(v)=v2 log2(v+2) is associated to 81(u)=exp(cu).
In fact we have the alternative either vexp(cu3) or v>exp(cu3); in the
first case [uv]2 is dominated by 8(u), in the second case by 9(v). In the
same way we have
(iv) 92(v)=v2 log(v+2) is associated to 82(u)=exp(cu2).
Proposition. Consider a vector field Z=fY, where Y is adapted ; then
&$(Z)&2L2c1+c2E(&Z&
2 log2(&Z&+2))+c3 E(&{Z&2 log(&{Z&+2)).
Proof. Energy identity, curvature estimates with (iii) and (iv).
10.4. Existence of the Divergence.
Theorem. Given a vector field Z such that
E(&Z&2 log2(&Z&))<, (10.4.1)
E(&{Z&2 log(&{Z&))< (10.4.2)
then the divergence $(Z) exists and
E( |$(Z)| 2)<. (10.4.3)
Under the same assumptions, denoting by \Z the differential form associated
to Z, we have that d\Z exists and
E(&d\Z &2)<. (10.4.4)
Proof. Our proof will depend upon the following approximation lemma.
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10.4.5. Lemma. Given a vector field Z satisfying hypothesis (10.4.1),
(10.4.2), it is possible to construct a sequence of vector fields
Zn=:
:
:
_ # Sn
f n_, :e
n
_, : , where e
n
_, :=|
_+
_
{, : d{
such that Zn satisfy uniformly the majorations (10.4.1) and (10.4.2)) and con-
verge towards Z for the L2 norm.
Proof. We start from the decomposition
Z=|
1
0
:
:
d p{, : Z {, : d{.
We define the f n by the following conditional expectations on the parti-
tion Sn :
f n_, :=2
n |
_+
_
d p{, :Z d{.
We remark that for each p # Pm0(M) fixed [2
n2en_, :] is a finite orthonormal
family of vectors of Tp(Pm0(M)) and that Z
n is the orthogonal projection
6nZ on the subspace V n spanned by the e_, : . It is therefore clear that
&Zn&Z&L2  0 and that Zn satisfies uniformly (10.4.1). It remains to
dominate the covariant derivative of Zn; we have
{{, :6n(Z)=6 n({{, :Z)+({{, :6 n)(Z).
By the contraction property of orthogonal projections, the first term will
give rise to a contribution in (10.4.2) dominated by the contribution of Z.
We dominate the second term by &{{, :6n&End(Tp(P)) &Z&; this inequality
with the following main lemma reduces the domination of (10.4.2) to the
fact that Z satisfies (10.4.1).
Main Lemma.
\({, :) &{{, : 6n&End(Tp(P)) sup
_ # Sn
sup
{ # [_, _+] "|
{
_
0
* , *, *, *
o dx*" .
(10.4.6)
Proof. Compute
1{, :en_, ;=|
_+
_
1 #:, ;({, \) \, # d\
=1 #:, ;e
n
_, #+|
_+
_
[1 #:, ;({, \)&1
#
:, ;({, _)] \, # d\.
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We have the crucial fact that the first term on the rhs is the action of an
infinitesimal rotation of the subspace Vn on an orthonormal basis of Vn; an
integrated rotation of this basis does not change the projection operator
6n. Therefore only the second term on the rhs contributes to {{, :6 n. Using
the orthogonal direct sum decomposition of H 1 associated to the partition
Sn we get the lemma.
10.4.7. Proof of Theorem 10.4. As Zn is a finite linear combination on
the smooth functionals of adapted vector fields, we can apply the energy
identity and we get that there exists a constant c such that
E([$(Zn)]2)c.
We can extract a subsequence such that $(Zn) converges weakly in L2
towards a function u. For every smooth cylindrical function f we have
E(DZ f )=E(uf )
relation which implies that $(Z) exists and is equal to u.
10.4.8. Corollary. Given a constant differential 1-form \ we have
E(&d\&2H1H1)<+.
10.4.9. Existence of Anticipative Stochastic Integrals. The existence of
anticipative stochastic integrals on a Riemannian manifold has been proved
by Fang [F] under a stronger hypothesis (cf. also [C-F]). Fang intro-
duces in his proof the vector space generated over the smooth functionals
by adapted vector fields; this space is a key ingredient in our approach.
Given a smooth adapted vector field Z, let Z1 be such that
d pZ=|
1
0
[d pZ1+ 12R
M(Z1)] .dp.
Then $(Z1)=10 d
pZ .dp and we have (cf. [F-M], Lemma 3.7.1])
Z1({)=|
{
0
Q{  _(d p_ Z) d_,
where Q is defined by the following resolvent equation:
d p{ (Q{  _)=&
1
2R
MoQ{  _
_<{, Q_  _=Identity.
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One can then obtain the existence of the Ito^ integral 10 d
pZ .dp under the
assumptions
E(&Z&2 log2(&Z&))<,
E(&{Z&2 log(&{Z&))<.
The first assumption results from (10.4.1) and the boundedness of the Ricci
tensor. To derive the second assumption from (10.4.2) one differentiates
RMp({) using expression (5.2.3) and then uses the fact that this expression
belongs to the exponential class.
_c>0 E(exp(c &D{, : 8&2))<+
The passage from the adapted to the anticipative case is made by a density
argument as in [F].
IV. The LeviCivita Connection
11. The LeviCivita Connection: Explosion of Its Ricci Tensor.
11.1. The Trilinear Form. We shall transfer to the infinite dimensional
case the formulas of (3.2). We define the trilinear form G defined on H 1 by
G(u1 , u2 , u3)=([u1 , u2] | u3)H 1=|
1
0
u* 3 .d([u1 , u2]),
where the integral is a stochastic integral, the stochastic differential
d[u1 , u2] being given by (6.2.1).
The hypoelliptic divergence appears in the form of this coupling through
a stochastic integral; the use of stochastic integrals gives a renormalization
procedure for the first-order derivatives; the second-order derivatives,
which mean the curvature, will not be renormalizable.
11.2. Construction of the LeviCivita Connection. Given three indices in
the sense of (6.1), we consider the three associated constant vector fields
Ui , i=1, 2, 3, and we define the LeviCivita connection { by the formula
({ U1U2 | U3)=
1
2 [G(u1 , u2 , u3)&G(u2 , u3 , u1)+G(u3 , u1 , u2)]. (11.2.1)
By abuse of notation we will denote 3&1({ U1 U2) by { u1 u2 .
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Theorem (Expression of the connection in the moving frame). The
covariant derivative { u1u2 has a stochastic differential which is given by
d{[{ u1 u2]=
1
20(u1 , u2)(o dx)+(Qu1 .u* 2+J ) d{, (11.2.2)
where
J= 12 |
1
{
[0(u* 1 , o dx)(u2)+0(u* 2 , o dx)(u1)].
Remark. The term J is anticipative.
Proof. As the expression in (11.2.1) is linear in G, we can separate the
computation into two parts: one corresponding to the terms of bounded
variation in the bracket and another corresponding to the Stratanovich
integrals. Concerning this last one, we compute
1
2 \|
1
0
0(u1 , u2)(o dx) .u* 3&|
1
0
0(u2 , u3)(o dx) .u* 1+|
1
0
0(u3 , u1)(o dx) .u* 2+ .
Integrating by parts in the time variable, the second integral can be written
|
1
0
0:, ;, *, #u:2u*
#
1u
;
3 o dx
*+|
1
0
[0:, ;, *, #u:2u*
#
1o dx
*({)] u* ;3 d{.
The third term can be treated in an analogous way and the contribution
of the Stratonovich integrals in the sum (11.2.1) is
1
2 |
1
0
(0(u1 , u2)(o dx) .u* 3
+ 12 |
1
0
|
1
{
[0(u* 1 , o dx)(u2)+0(u* 2 , o dx)(u1)]) u* 3 d{.
The antisymmetry of the matrices Q implies that the contribution of the
bounded variation terms to the stochastic differential of { u1u2 is Qu1 .u* 2 .
Corollary. The Markovian and the LeviCivita connection are linked
by the relation
{ u1 u2&{u1 u2=|
{
0
1
20(u1 , u2)(o dx)+J d{. (11.2.3)
Proof. It is a consequence of the theorem and of the definition of {u1u2
(cf. 7.2.1).
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11.3. Theorem. The connection { is Riemannian; furthermore its torsion
vanishes, which means that
{ u1 u2&{ u2 u1=[u1 , u2].
Proof. The identity is obtained by computing the stochastic differential
of both members, according to (11.2.2) and to the expression for the
bracket.
11.4. Theorem (Explosion of the { -Ricci tensor). Consider a Weitzen-
bo ck-type identity valid for constant 1-differential forms \,
&$(\)&2L2+&d\&2L2=A+B, (11.4.1)
where
A=E[&({
*
\)
*
&2H1 H1], B=E[(R \ | \)H1];
then the lhs of (11.4.1) is finite and A=+.
Proof. The finiteness statement results from (10.4.8).
Denote by .k an orthonormal basis of H 1([0, 1]; Rd ); then
E &{ \&2=:
k, l
E[({ .l \ | .k)]
2.
We fix l and we denote by Al the partial summation on k; we use the
expression of the stochastic differential of { .l \ given in (11.2.2). We write
this stochastic differential in the Ito^ notations. Then the first term of Al
appearing in the corresponding expression is
1
2 :
k, l
E \_|
1
0
0:, ;, *, #.:l \
;.* #k dx*&
2
+ .
Using the energy identity for Ito^ integral we obtain
:
k
[.* k({)]2=+ \{. (11.4.2)
12. Geodesics and Normal Charts
12.1. Equation of the Geodesics on Pm0(M). A continuous map
\: [0, 1]  Pm0(M) is a geodesic if
\* (s) # T\(s)(Pm0(M)) and { \* (s))[\* (s)]=0. (12.1.1)
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Lemma. Equation (12.1.1) is equivalent to the system
z(s)=3\(s)(\* (s)), (12.1.2)
d{[z* (s)]=&Qz d{z&_|
1
{
0 \dzd{ , o dx+ (z)& d{. (12.1.3)
Proof. The function z(s) is defined through (12.1.2). We have
0(z, z)(o dx)=0.
Remark. The phenomena of hypoellipticity has disappeared.
12.2. Calculus of Variation on a Pencil of Geodesics. We shall call a
one-parameter family of geodesics \* a pencil.
We introduce the variation
_\** &*=0 (s)=Z(s).
We abbreviate \0 by \; then Z( . ) is a vector field along \( . ).
The Jacobi theory in finite dimensions (see [K-N, Chap. 8, pp. 63, 68])
can be written as
{2\* Z+R
*(Z, \* ) \* =0, (12.2.1)
where R* denotes the curvature operator. The existence of this LeviCivita
curvature operator is dubious on the path space. Nevertheless the calculus
of variations on a pencil of geodesics can be performed in the parallelism.
Theorem. Denote
z(s)=3\(s)(Z(s)), a(s)=3\(s)(\* (s));
then
d 2z
ds2
+

*
(2(a))=0, (12.2.2)
where
d{2(a)=Qa d{a+_|
1
{
0 \dad{ , o dx+ (a)& d{.
Proof. We define a map 8: (s, *)  Pm0(M) by 8(s, *)=\*(s); the
inverse image of the parallel form is written as
8*3=a ds+z d*;
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taking the coboundaries we get
(*a&sz) d*7 ds=8*(d3).
Now using the structure equation we obtain
* a&s z+[a, b]=0. (12.2.3)
The fact that \*( . ) is a geodesic implies that
sa+2(a)=0. (12.2.4)
We differentiate relative to s the rhs of (12.2.3), interchange the order of
differentiation, and apply (11.2.4); then
&*(2(a))&
d 2z
ds2
+s([a, z])=0. (12.2.5)
We denote U=8
*
(s), V=8
*
(*) the vector fields direct image of the
coordinate vector fields of R2: then 3(U)=a, 3(V)=z. By the transport
of structure [U, V]=0; transferring this equation into the parallelism we
get
0=[a, z]+sz&*a. (12.2.6)
By differentiating (12.2.6) relative to s we get
s[a, z]=&*(2(a))&
d 2z
ds2
;
this relation combined with (12.2.5) proves the theorem.
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